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The International Book Fair of Bogotá (FILBo for its acronym in Spanish) turns
31 in its next edition, which will take place from April 17th to May 2th, 2018. We
want to celebrate not only the impressive growth of its academic program
in recent years, which has had the participation of authors of extraordinary
international relevance such as Literature Nobel prize recipients Svetlana
Alexievich, Mario Vargas Llosa, and J.G.M. Le Clezio, but also the development
of its international relevance such as Literature and, especially, our new Hall
of Rights, a meeting place for agents, editors, and scouts interested in the
Spanish-speaking publishing market.
This catalog is a window to contemporary Colombian publishing. Throughout its
pages you will find a series of recently published books of fiction, nonfiction, and
children’s literature, all of which have their rights available for sale. The books
shown in this catalog have been hand picked by Colombian publishers, with the
aim of showcasing the best of their production. We are sure that here you will
find something interesting as well in here you will find something that suits your
interests.
At the International Frankfurt Book Fair we not only celebrate the creation of the
FILBo Hall of Rights as a new standard for the exchanging of rights during the
first semester of the year in Latin America; we also want to showcase Bogotá as a
literary and tourist destination: a city of books.
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University of La Sabana

We are a publishing house whose sole purpose has been
to publish the intellectual production of our teachers through
different types formats such as books, magazines, brochures
and manuals, as the result of their research made in the
University, as well as any other other kind of texts or documents
that could be of interest for our own community.

DRUGS AND PUBLIC POLICIES.
LEGALIZATION OR PROHIBITION?

Format: 17x23cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 470
Binding: Paperback

ALFONSO AZA JÁCOME

This book, perhaps unusual in its theme, doesn’t seek to enter
into ethical issues, but to draw attention to some of the most
problematic aspects of the ban on narcotic substances.

Rights acquisition contact:
ELSA CRISTINA ROBAYO
elsa.robayo@unisabana.edu.co

About the Author
PhD in Economic and Business Sciences (Long Distance Nacional
Univerisity of Madrid, Spain), MBA from the ICESI University,
Cali, Colombia, and Lawyer from the University Complutense of
Madrid. Professor at the Faculty of Law and Political Science at the
Universidad of La Sabana, Colombia.

BROWN CATS. HISTORICAL VIEW OF
LATIN AMERICAN LEGAL AND POLITICAL
CONTEXT (XX-XXI CENTURIES)
JOSÉ RODRÍGUEZ ITURBE

Format: 15x22cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 248
Binding: Paperback

The cultural-political view that the author gives to the main
characters, situations and processes of the late nineteenth century,
throughout the twentieth and early twenty-first century allows us
to understand the very varied, tragic and magical Latin American
reality whose international order is yet to be defined.
Rights acquisition contact:
ELSA CRISTINA ROBAYO
elsa.robayo@unisabana.edu.co

About the Author
Lawyer (Central University of Venezuela). Phd on Canon Law
(University of Navarra, Pamplona, Spain) and professor of History
of Ideas at the Faculty of Law and Philosophical Anthropology at
the Universidad de La Sabana, Chía, Colombia.
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TRUMP AND THE BARREL OF
DIOGENES. AMERICA IN CRISIS AND
THE CRISIS OF MODERN AGE
JOSÉ RODRÍGUEZ ITURBE

Format: 15x22cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 266
Binding: Paperback

The strengthening of political democracy demands, in the United States
and throughout the so-called Western World, the support of moral
reason. It demands, as protagonists in public spaces in a leading role,
those honest citizens who, with their bluff, urgently sought Diogenes.

Rights acquisition contact:
ELSA CRISTINA ROBAYO
elsa.robayo@unisabana.edu.co

About the Author
Lawyer (Central University of Venezuela). Phd on Canon Law
(University of Navarra, Pamplona, Spain) and professor of History
of Ideas at the Faculty of Law and Philosophical Anthropology at
the Universidad de La Sabana, Chía, Colombia.

THE GUARANTEES OF NON-REPETITION
IN THE INTER-AMERICAN JURISPRUDENCE
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND STRUCTURAL
CHANGES OF THE STATE

Format: 15x22cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 408
Binding: Paperback

MARÍA CARMELINA LONDOÑO LÁZARO

The guarantees of non-repetition of human rights violations that the Inter
American Court of Human Rights has promoted in its jurisprudence
have become a matter of the first order. The question arises: is it
legitimate for an international tribunal to define structural changes?
Rights acquisition contact:
ELSA CRISTINA ROBAYO
elsa.robayo@unisabana.edu.co

About the Author
Lawyer (University of La Sabana, Colombia); doctor summa cum
laude (University of La Sabana, Colombia); LLM (University of
Queensland, Australia). She is currently the director of the Master’s
Degree in International Law at the University of La Sabana, Colombia.
PROFESSIONAL TECHNIQUES OF
COLOMBIAN CUISINE
CARLOS GAVIRIA ARBELÁEZ

Format: 22x28cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 764
Binding: Hardcover

It is a special contribution in its kind. It shows a thorough analysis of the
national culinary techniques, which make it a reference text for students,
professors, professionals, and for anyone who wants to submerge and
understand in a clear and orderly manner the Colombian gastronomy.

Rights acquisition contact:
ELSA CRISTINA ROBAYO
elsa.robayo@unisabana.edu.co

About the Author
Cook and professional baker, with culinary studies in Colombia and
Argentina. Researcher of Colombian cuisine and cataloged as one of
the most knowledgeable chefs on the subject. Academic and great
connoisseur of the gastronomic cultures of the world.
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University of Antonio Nariño
As a publishing house, we support those books that are born
as a product of research, from those that are already financed
by the University to those texts that will help our students
approach different branches of knowledge.

STABLE COUPLE RELATIONSHIPS IN
LATIN AMERICA. CONSTITUCIONAL AN
LEGAL ASPECTS
JINYOLA BLANCO AND MARISA HERRERA

Rights acquisition contact:
LORENA RUIZ SERNA
director.editorial@uan.edu.co

Format: 15x20cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 666
Binding: Paperback

Nowadays, there are couples that have common projects and live
together without the legal recognition of being married. This has
been called “free union”, concubinage, or the “facto relationship”;
which generates a whole new jurisprudence analysis. This
investigation makes a comparative analysis between the similarities
and differences that the law has when it comes to the concept
of stable couple relationships: first, through history and then, in
the jurisprudence of Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Ecuador,
Panama, Peru, Paraguay, Uruguay and Venezuela.
About the Authors
Jinyola Blanco holds a PhD in Family Law and currently is a
Professor of the Antonio Nariño University, Colombia.
Marisa Herrera is PhD in Law and teaches in University of Buenos
Aires, Argentina.
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THE COLLECTIVE REALM. THEORY AND
PRAXIS OF THE COLLECTIVE RIGHTS
JOHNNY ANTONIO DÁVILA

Rights acquisition contact:
LORENA RUIZ SERNA
director.editorial@uan.edu.co

Format: 17x24 cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 234
Binding: Paperback

The actual legal system is in an individualist paradigm. It is oriented
to the protection of the individual: which is, at the same time,
determined from his/hers own characteristics to the traits inside
a collective. The way someone is determined depends on which
collective he belongs. For example: if he/she belongs to a sports
team, this would represent his/hers territorial identity. Or if he/she
belongs to an ethnic group, then this would represent the way they
interact with ethics and morality. Even though collective right is not
a new concept, it is on the rise, and it is important to understand
and discuss it, for us to establish it in our legal system.
About the Author
Johnny Antonio Davila is a PhD in Philosophy and has a degree
in Law School. Also, he was a professor in the Antonio Nariño
University, the Medellin University and currently is professor in
the Pontifical Bolivariana University, all of these institutions are in
Colombia.

VOLUNTARY HUMAN TALENT
MANAGEMENT MODEL IN SOCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
BIBIANA FARLEY PEREZ TIJARO
AND LIDA NEIDU MURILLO

Rights acquisition contact:
LORENA RUIZ SERNA
director.editorial@uan.edu.co

Format: 17x24 cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 108
Binding: Paperback

“Voluntary human talent” is the action driven by the principles
of helping and contributin to justice, equality an equity. In social
organizations, they work as intellectual and operative capitals.
This management model intends to give the fundamentals for
those who want to manage, give guidelines and/or to restructure,
if necessary, this type of organizations, which tend to deviate from
their foundation principles through time. By applying this model,
the reader can help him/herself to consolidate objectively the
transformation chosen for the specific social sector.
About the Authors
Bibiana Farley Perez is a Business Administrator, a coaching
professional and has a magister in Strategic Management.
Lida Neidu Murillo is a Business Administrator and has a magister
in Financial and Tributary Management. Both are associated with
the Antonio Nariño University.
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GUIDE TO IMPLEMENTING THE VOLUNTARY
HUMAN TALENT MANAGEMENT IN SOCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
BIBIANA FARLEY PEREZ TIJARO
AND LIDA NEIDU MURILLO

Rights acquisition contact:
LORENA RUIZ SERNA
director.editorial@uan.edu.co

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 2 ink
Pages: 40
Binding: Paperback

This guide is the applied example of the book “Voluntary
human talent management model in social organizations”. It is
based in the implementation of the model to a non-profit
organization. This process is complemented by a detailed
guide of the phases suggested by the authors and it has
annexes and documents, created during the implementation, that
helped to standardize and follow the process.
About the Authors
Bibiana Farley Perez is a Business Administrator, a coaching
professional and has a magister in Strategic Management.
Lida Neidu Murillo is a Business Administrator and has a magister
in Financial and Tributary Management. Both are associated with
the Antonio Nariño University.

MODERN PHYSICS NOTES
GLADYS PATRICIA ABDEL

Format: 17x24 cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 268
Binding: Paperback

Students tend to have problems understanding the basic concepts
of physics. Therefore, this book will serve as a guide to make easier
their learning process by solving problems, and giving practical
examples. Also, there is a web page with video content, workshops
and essays of the class.
Rights acquisition contact:
LORENA RUIZ SERNA
director.editorial@uan.edu.co

About the Author
Gladys Patricia Abdel Rahim has a PhD in Engineering, a magister in
Physic Sciences, and is professor in the Antonio Nariño University.
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University Jorge Tadeo Lozano

Our imprint seeks to consolidate the social and cultural impact with
the normalization of academic publications in different formats.
We want that the knowledge validated by specialists in arts and
sciences finds a place in the development of professionals,
experts and people interested in all fields of knowledge in which
the University contributes to society with its leadership in the
pedagogical, scientific, and creative aspects.

THE BODY AGAINST THE WALL
ALBERTO VARGAS O.

Format: 22X20cm
Color: 4 ink
Pages: 304
Binding: Paperback

“The body against the wall” is a detailed reading on the
representations of the human body in “graffiti” with histoy of art,
aesthetics, sociology and literare approximation. All this, explored
with the purpose of trying to understand some of the contemporary
and cultural social universe.
Rights acquisition contact:
DANIEL BLANCO
danielm.blancob@utadeo.edu.co

About the Authors
He has participated in research teams of art history; particularly
in the area of the art-city relationship.He is currently part of the
institutional research project of the Virtual Museum of Las Nieves.
Full time associate professor at the Faculty of Human Sciences, Art
and Design at University Jorge Tadeo Lozano, since August 2002.

WOMEN AND POLITICAL POWER
ANGÉLICA FABIOLA BERNAL

Format: 16.6x24cm
Color: 1ink
Pages: 348
Binding: Paperback

One of the areas in which structural inequality between men and
women are more evident is in institutional policies and collective
governance. Decisions about the conduct of societies generally
remain in the hands of a very closed circle of males with a racial,
class and family background.

Rights acquisition contact:
DANIEL BLANCO
danielm.blancob@utadeo.edu.co

About the Authors
Political scientist from the National University of Colombia, Master
in Political Studies from the Institute of Political Studies and
International Relations (IEPRI) from the same university. PhD in
Philosophy at the Autonomous University of Barcelona
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FROM THE WORKSHOP: 32 NOTES FOR
TEACHING AND LEARNING
MARÍA DEL ROSARIO GUTIÉRREZ,
MAGDALENA MONSALVE
AND MARILUZ RESTREPO

Format: 17x27.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 288
Binding: Paperback

This book is based on the observations workshops, and aims to
unravel what happens when teachers and students meet in the
early stages of the career of Graphic Design, specifically in subjects
as “Typography” and “Composition”.

Rights acquisition contact:
DANIEL BLANCO
danielm.blancob@utadeo.edu.co

FROM FREE TRADE TO GLOBALIZATION
UNCOVERING THE MIST OF 21st CENTURY
JOSÉ ALBERTO PÉREZ TORO

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 584
Binding: Paperback

Much has been written about globalization as an economic
and political concept. The academic debate looks forward for
explanations about the historical roots and development of this
emerging phenomenon where the Nation-State’s evolved into
a system where nations are ruled by the dynamics of global
interdependence. Globalization in the new era is characterized as
a process where geographical, political and cultural borders tend
to dissolve.

Rights acquisition contact:
DANIEL BLANCO
danielm.blancob@utadeo.edu.co

About the Author
Full time professor at the Faculty of Social Sciences at the
International Relations Program of the University Jorge Tadeo
Lozano since 2010. He is the academic editor of the International
Analysis Journal - RAI. His academic career includes the Industrial
Engineer degrees obtained at the University of the Andes in 1971.
ANGIOLO MAZZONI: AN APPROACH TO
THE ITALIAN ARCHITECTURAL CULTURE IN
COLOMBIA (1948-63)
VARIOUS AUTHORS

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 584
Binding: Paperback

In Italy, over the last 20 years interesting research has been done on
the work of Angiolo Mazzoni, who lived in Colombia between 1948
and 1963.1963. One of these research products is this publication
that provokes a reflection on the role of italian architecture in the
Colombian culture, particularly in the first half of the twentieth
century.
Rights acquisition contact:
DANIEL BLANCO
danielm.blancob@utadeo.edu.co
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University Sergio Arboleda
Our mission as a Publishing House is to edit and publish the
material of scientific and cultural character that our own academic
community produces. We publish mainly books on academic
researches or general information. We were founded in 1994
and until today our main distribution is made by the library of the
University.
ECONOMIC HISTORY OF COLOMBIA IN THE
20th CENTURY
ROBERTO JUNGUITO BONNET

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 579
Binding: Paperback

This book analyzes, chronologically and in simple terms, the
great events and vicissitudes related to the management of the
Colombian economy throughout the twentieth century and in the
first two decades of the XXI century.

Rights acquisition contact:
JAIME BARAHONA
jaime.barahona@usa.edu.com

About the Authors
Roberto Junguito studied at the Andes University in Bogotá and
then traveled to the United States where he studied doctoral studies
in Economics at Princeton University, then took several courses at
the London School of Economics and Political Science and the
Free University of Brussels.
RECRUITMENT OF CHILDREN
LUIS ANDRÉS FAJARDO ARTURO

Format: 24x16cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 261
Binding: Paperback

The present text presents a complete and systematic study on
the practice of forced recruitment of children by the FARC guerilla
in Colombia. It also seeks to make a contribution towards the
truth and revindication of children’s rights, necessary to make a
legitimate process of peace and reconciliation.

Rights acquisition contact:
JAIME BARAHONA
jaime.barahona@usa.edu.com

About the Authors
Director of the Department of Human Rights of the Sergio Arboleda
University. Lawyer, Doctorate in Law; DSU in Public International
Law of the University Paris 2; Specialist in International Law of
Human Rights of the Alcalá de Henares University; Master’s Degree
in Law from the Universidad Sergio Arboleda; with studies at the
Human Rights Academy of WCL American University, at the Institute
of Higher International Studies in Paris, at the Institute of Law and
International Relations at the University of Thessaloniki, Greece.
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SEXUAL VIOLENCE

LUIS ANDRÉS FAJARDO ARTURO

Format: 24x16cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 186
Binding: Hardcover

This text is a result is a result of an investigation on sexual violence
during the armed conflict, which is part of the “Conflict and Law”
Program of the Human Rights and IHL research group of the Sergio
Arboleda University.

Rights acquisition contact:
JAIME BARAHONA
jaime.barahona@usa.edu.com

About the Authors
Director of the Department of Human Rights of the Sergio Arboleda
University, Lawyer, Doctorate in Law; DSU in Public International
Law of the University Paris 2; Specialist in International Law of
Human Rights of the Alcalá de Henares University; Master’s Degree
in Law from the Universidad Sergio Arboleda; with studies at the
Human Rights Academy of WCL American University, at the Institute
of Higher International Studies in Paris, at the Institute of Law and
International Relations at the University of Thessaloniki, Greece.

NEW VISION OF THE HISTORY OF
COLOMBIA, VOLUMES I,II AND III
ALBERTO BERMÚDEZ

Format: 13x19cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 394
Binding: Paperback

The present work has been developed to facilitate the students,
in particular, and the general public on the historical subjetcs of
Colombia.
About the Authors
Lawyer, writer, historian, essayist, journalist and university professor.

Rights acquisition contact:
JAIME BARAHONA
jaime.barahona@usa.edu.com
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TECHNICHAL
AND
PROFESSIONAL
TEXT BOOKS
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ECOE EDITIONS

In 1979, Carlos Alzate Giraldo and a group of partners with experience in the
publication of professional and technical books, as well as books of general interest
founded Ecoe editions. The company entered the academic book market motivated
by the rise of publication offices in Colombian universities in the early 80’s. After 35
years in the field of technical and professional books, Ecoe editions now has a catalog
of more than 439 titles in areas such as Administrations, Finance, Economics, Law,
Science, Engineering and Humanities. Our readers are mainly students of technical
careers, as well as teachers and professionals.
BRANDING.
THE ART OF HEART-MARKING
RICARDO HOYOS

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 2 ink
Pages: 172
Binding: Paperback

Brands are key business assets in profit generation and market
impact. Through their presence in advertising and media they
create rational, sensory and emotional stimuli in consumers and
influence their consumption preferences. The tasks involved in
brand building, planning and management are known under the
name of Branding.
Rights acquisition contact:
ANGÉLICA GARCÍA
editor@ecoeediciones.com

About the Author
Professional in Marketing with specialty in Logistics from University
Jorge Tadeo Lozano (Colombia), MBA from National University
of Colombia, currently PhD candidate in Business Management,
Knowledge and Innovation at the University of the Basque Country
(Spain).

COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT 2.0
SANTIAGO ROLDAN

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 230
Binding: Paperback

A business sole challenge in the digital world is to transcend
and consolidate an online audience. Fortunately, marketing
departments have paved the way for a new professional who
applies the techniques of the “brick world” to the “click world”: the
community manager.
Rights acquisition contact:
ANGÉLICA GARCÍA
editor@ecoeediciones.com

About the Author
BA in Social Communication from University Autónoma of Occidente
(Colombia), with postgraduate studies in Internet Business from
University ICESI (Colombia), and MBA in Ecommerce from
Universidad Complutense University of Madrid (Spain).
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MANAGEMENT SKILLS

EDIMER GUTIÉRREZ TOBAR

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 188
Binding: Paperback

Successful businessmen get their know-how from two sources:
their long accumulated professional experience and the time
spent on formal learning at college. In a challenging and dynamic
business environment, leaders and businessmen worry everyday
about how to develop, hone and increase their management skills
as these are the basis of competitive advantage for their careers
and the companies they work for.
Rights acquisition contact:
ANGÉLICA GARCÍA
editor@ecoeediciones.com

About the Author
Edimer Gutierrez Tobar. BA in Business Administration from
University of Boyacá (Colombia) and postgradute studies
in Pedagogy and College Teaching from University of San
Buenaventura (Colombia), MBA from University Sergio Arboleda
(Colombia) and MSc in Information Systems from PWU (United
States).

BUSINESS SET-UP STRATEGIES
LUIS CARLOS PALACIOS ACERO

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 350
Binding: Paperback

To perceive the need of a product or service in a market niche is
the first step in setting up a business. From there, the entrepreneur
initiates a long journey of exploration that will provide his business
idea with the financial, administrative and operational solidity it
requires to become a reality.
Rights acquisition contact:
ELSA CRISTINA ROBAYO
elsa.robayo@unisabana.edu.co

About the Author
BA in Industrial Engineering and MSc in Operational Research from
Technological University of Pereira (Colombia), DEA in Business
Management from San Pablo University of Madrid (Spain), with
postgraduate courses on Production from L´Ecole D´Organisation
Scientifique du Travail in Paris (France).
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INCREASE YOUR SALES WITH
DIGITAL MARKETING
EVA SANAGUSTÍN

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 148
Binding: Paperback

If businesses want to endure in the market today they must be
willing to talk to users through contents, social media and mobile
applications that help them position the brand and, therefore,
increase sale.

Rights acquisition contact:
ANGÉLICA GARCÍA
editor@ecoeediciones.com

About the Author
BA in Audiovisual Communication from Universitat Pompeu Fabra
(UPF) in Spain. Since 2009, Eva has worked as freelance writer for
the web, consultant in content strategy and creation, and graduate
and postgraduate teacher on marketing at EAE Business School,
IEBS Business School and UPF Barcelona School of Management.

GROUP DYNAMICS:
EVENT MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
OSWALDO ORTEGA

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 170
Binding: Paperback

What is the difference between a symposium and a congress?
Between a workshop and a focus group? All human activities
start, develop, evolve and disappear with a meeting or event that
is generally structured, led and carried out according to an agreedupon or ruled protocol or set of guidelines.
Rights acquisition contact:
ANGÉLICA GARCÍA
editor@ecoeediciones.com

About the Author
Agricultural engineer with a minor in Agroindustrial Administration
of the Central University of Venezuela. Graduate in Administration
of Carabobo’s University – Campus in The Morita (Venezuela), has
an MBA of Texa’s University in Austin, Texas.
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LEMOINE

We are a Colombian publishing house dedicated on the dissemination of knowledge,
art and culture through books and literature. Currently we represent commercially
over 30 academic publishing houses of Colombia and over 15 institutions of technical
and academic prestige that have valuable imprints. We cover all of Colombia’s
mayor sales channels and and export permanently to 18 countries.

CONVERSATIONS FOR ACTION
INSTALLING A CULTURE OF
COMMITMENT IN OUR WORKING
RELATIONSHIPS

Format: 15.5x23cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 248
Binding: Paperback

FERNANDO FLORES

This book provides a framework for developing the skills that will
allow the reader to buid trust, coordinate his/her commitements
more effectively and build networks.

Rights acquisition contact:
JIMENA LEMOINE
gerencia@lemoineeditores.com

About the Author
Doctor of Interdisciplinary Studies. He is a recognized leader in
the design of the business process, coaching, innovation and
cognition. His work helped to lay the foundations for the current
understanding of workflow / action and commitment management.

JAVI’S OPPORTUNITIES MANUAL
MARÍA FLORES LETELIER

Format: 12x19cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 150
Binding: Paperback

Javi is 12 years old and her goal in this holiday is to go to a tennis
camp. However, she is aware that this is a great challenge, as tennis
is an expensive sport. Javi discovers that by offering something
valuable to others she can achieve her goals with the help of those
around her.
Rights acquisition contact:
JIMENA LEMOINE
gerencia@lemoineeditores.com

About the Author
María Flores Letelier was born in Chile and raised in the United
States (at the age of 9 she had her lemonade stand in front of Apple
Computers). She received the Citation Award from the University
in Berkeley for her philosophy efforts, and studied marketing at
Northwestern University.
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THE COLLECTION OF INFORMATION
IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

PABLO PÁRAMO (COMPILER)

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 390
Binding: Paperback

In the roots of social sciences it is common to find references to
Darwin, Marx, Weber, Compte, Hume, Dewey and Stuart Mill for
the way they explained and interpreted social phenomena. In this
book it is seen the importance of making them fields of knowledge
in scientific disciplines.
Rights acquisition contact:
JIMENA LEMOINE
gerencia@lemoineeditores.com

About the Author
Edimer Gutierrez Tobar. BA in Business Administration from
University of Boyacá (Colombia) and postgradute studies in
Pedagogy and College Teaching from University San Buenaventura
(Colombia), MBA from University Sergio Arboleda (Colombia) and
MSc in Information Systems from PWU (United States).

SOCIAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
VÍCTOR MANUEL NAVAS

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 210
Binding: Paperback

This book provides an overview of the application of the scientific
method in social research, emphasizing quantitative and qualitative
research and exposing each of the stages of research.

Rights acquisition contact:
JIMENA LEMOINE
gerencia@lemoineeditores.com

About the Author
Bachelor of Psychology at the University of El Salvador. He
has served as principal investigator in projects funded by the
Organization of American States (OAS) and as a thesis adviser at
the Universidad Simón Rodríguez of Venezuela, with the support
of Unesco.
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LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
INNOVATION

RUSSELL D. ARCHIBALD AND SHANE C. ARCHIBALD

Format: 15.5x23cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 130
Binding: Paperback

This book seeks to offer more concise descriptions on key
concepts such as “project” and “program management”.

Rights acquisition contact:
JIMENA LEMOINE
gerencia@lemoineeditores.com

About the Author
Russell D. Archibald World-renowned author, consultant and
lecturer in Project Management with a career of over 65 years,
extensive international engineering experience.
Shane C. Archibald has more than 20 years of experience in the
development and implementation of advanced and integrated
Project Management processes and systems.

STABILITY OF SLOPES
DENISE M.S. GERSOCOVICH

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 200
Binding: Paperback

This book analyses the classes of slopes, mass movements, rupture
mechanisms, as well as the possible causes of landslides. The
requests. requests involved and the geomechanical parameters of
the materials are presented in didactic form.

Rights acquisition contact:
JIMENA LEMOINE
gerencia@lemoineeditores.com

About the Author
She was president and vice-president of the Regional Nucleus
of Rio de Janeiro of the Brazilian Association of Soil Mechanics
and Geotechnical Engineering and participated in the elaboration
of the Technical Manual of slopes, of the Foundation Institute of
Geotechnics.
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METROLOGY. INDUSTRIAL
METROLOGICAL ASSURANCE

JAIME DARIO RESTREPO DÍAZ

Format: 16.5x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 445
Binding: Paperback

This book seeks to understand what industrial metrology consists
of, its applications in production and quality control. It exposes
procedures and calibration intervals, control of measurement
processes and metrological management of measurement
equipment and reference standards.
Rights acquisition contact:
JIMENA LEMOINE
gerencia@lemoineeditores.com

About the Author
Master in Technology Management and specialist in Human Talent
Management. Administrator of companies and technologist in
Personnel Administration of the University Ceipa and has a diploma
in Management of Systems of Metrology Assurance of the Eafit
University, institutions of Medellín, Colombia.

ADMINISTRATION OF
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
CARLOS ALBERTO DÍAZ

Format: 15.5x23cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 190
Binding: Paperback

This text seeks to offer valuable knowledge on how to administrate
management systems from experiences and technical concepts
that will help entrepeneurs perform better.

Rights acquisition contact:
JIMENA LEMOINE
gerencia@lemoineeditores.com

About the Author
Industrial engineer, specialized in administration and master in
quality and Integral management. He has worked for more than
20 years in university teaching, consulting and business auditing,
activities in which he has contributed to the development of private
and public organizations.
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SEARCHING FOR WATER. A GUIDE
TO MOVING FROM SCARCITY TO
SUSTAINABILITY
BRIAN RICHTER

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 204
Binding: Paperback

The book exposes an articulated and complete story about water
scarcity: what is happening, what is causing it, and how to cope
with it. With a fluid style and without technicalities, the author
clarifies the complexities that the topic of water management can
have to define the essential points.
Rights acquisition contact:
JIMENA LEMOINE
gerencia@lemoineeditores.com

About the Author
Has been a world leader in river science and water conservation
for more than 25 years. He works for natural conservation,
promotes the use and sustainable management of water between
governments, corporations and local communities. He has been a
consultant for more than 120 projects around the world.
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TEMIS

A company dedicated to the editing and editing and publishing of legal and
professional textbooks

AMERICAN CONVENTION ON
HUMAN RIGHTS
VARIOUS AUTHORS

Format: 16.5x23.5cm
Color: 2 inks
Pages: 1056
Binding: Hard Cover

This book looks firstly upon the public international law from
national levels, then anaylises the implementation of international
human rights law in the national legal orders and the shared tasks
between the national systems and the inter-american system for
the protection of human rights.
Rights acquisition contact:
YOHANNA ESPITIA
gerencia@editorialtemis.com

PROTECTION OF RIGHTS AGAINST
THE POWER OF ADMINISTRATION
ALLAN BREWER, LUCIANO PAREJO AND
LIBARDO RODRÍGUEZ

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 2 inks
Pages: 952
Binding: Hard Cover

A tribute book to Professor Eduardo García de Enterrería,
considered to be one of the most notable legal experts of the 20th
century and a reference point in developing a doctrine and research
on the public law in Spain.

Rights acquisition contact:
YOHANNA ESPITIA
gerencia@editorialtemis.com

WORLD HISTORY OF STATE, VOL III
BERND MARQUARDT

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 2 inks
Pages: 280
Binding: Hardcover

Theoretical and methodological design towards the historical,
comparative, socio - environmental and socio - legal theory of
the state.

Rights acquisition contact:
YOHANNA ESPITIA
gerencia@editorialtemis.com

About the Author
Born in Germany in 1966. He is a full professor of law history linked
to the Faculty of Law, Political and Social Sciences of the National
University of Colombia since 2006. He is also the director of the
Constitutionalism Compared Research Center - CC, attached
to the Unit of Legal and Social Research UNIJUS of the same
University. In addition, he has been a Privatdozent at the University
of San Galo since 2003. He has been a visiting professor at the
Andes University (Colombia).

GLOBAL COMPETITION
DAVID GERBER

Format: 16.5x22.5cm
Color: 2 inks
Pages: 612
Binding: Hardcover

Nowadays the global competition determines the economy and
the society to its core in unimaginable ways and the right of free
competition is a fundamental element in its own legal framework.
This book examines the right of free competition in the global
sphere and reveals its complex dynamics.
Rights acquisition contact:
YOHANNA ESPITIA
gerencia@editorialtemis.com

About the Author
David J. Gerber iis a distinguished Professor of Law at Chicago-Kent
College of Law, Illinois Institute of Technology. Professor Gerber is
currently President of the American Society of Comparative Law.
He writes and teaches primarily in the areas of antitrust/competition
law, comparative law, international economic law and globalization
studies. He received his B.A. from Trinity College (Conn.), his M.A.
from Yale, and his J.D. from the University of Chicago. In 2013
he was awarded the degree of Honorary Doctor of Laws by the
University of Zurich, Switzerland.
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COPYRIGHT AND ITS LIMITS
JUAN FERNANDO CÓRDOBA

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 2 inks
Pages: 304
Binding: Hardcover

This book addresses the historical attempts to define the nature of
the interests that protect copyright; from the intellectual creation
to the common heritage. It also looks upon the mixed nature of
copyright from the perspective of the common good.

Rights acquisition contact:
YOHANNA ESPITIA
gerencia@editorialtemis.com

About the Author
Lawyer of the University of La Sabana, Colombia; specialist in
Telecommunications Law of the Externado University of Colombia;
Master of Laws (LLM) from the University of Queensland, Australia;
with postgraduate courses in electronic commerce, arbitration and
copyright of the Universities of Rosario (Colombia), Queensland
(Australia) and Buenos Aires (Argentina), respectively.

THE GUARANTEE FOR HIDDEN
DEFECTS IN THE SALE
JORGE OVIEDO

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 2 inks
Pages: 448
Binding: Hardcover

This book offers insight on the origin and evolution of responsibility
for hidden defects, from Roman laws, to trends in contemporary
contract law; it also reflects on the object of the contractor in
relation with the hidden defects, the redhibitory vice and the breach
of contract.
Rights acquisition contact:
YOHANNA ESPITIA
gerencia@editorialtemis.com

About the Author
Colombian professor of the University of Rosario and guest
professor of Catholic University.
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RELATIVISM AND LAW
GUSTAV RADBRUCH

Format: 11.2x16.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 96
Binding: Paperback

This book covers subjects from: Relativism in the philosophy of
Law, the renewal of the right; legal arbitrariness and supralegal
law and the nature of the thing as a form of legal thought.

Rights acquisition contact:
YOHANNA ESPITIA
gerencia@editorialtemis.com

About the Author
He was Minister of Justice in Germany in the early days of the
Weimar Republic, between 1922 and 1923. He participated in the
creation of important laws, such as that women could have access
to a law career. With the arrival of the Nazis to power in 1933,
Radbruch is dismissed from his chair “for not being a guarantee
of entering without reservation at the service of the national state.”
Thus begins the hardest stage of his life, both personally and
academically.

IF ADELITA WENT AWAY WITH
ANOTHER: OF FEMINICIDE AND
OTHER MATTERS
ISABEL AGATÓN SANTANDER

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 256
Binding: Paperback

To cover this rout by the hand of Adelita is for its reader a
suggestive invitation. This essay allows to unravel multiple histories
of this long and almost eternal patriarchal legacy that left us the
Spanish civil law, or the Napoleonic Code or the Judeo-Christian
tradition that today goes hand in hand with the impunity of the civil
administration, the penal stages and the family rights.
Rights acquisition contact:
YOHANNA ESPITIA
gerencia@editorialtemis.com

About the Author
Writer and Jurist, Director of the Center for Research in Justice and
Critical Studies of Law, CIJUSTICIA. Master’s Studies in Defense
of Human Rights and International Humanitarian Law before
international bodies, tribunals and courts; candidate for the title
Master in Law National University of Colombia, specialist in Human
Rights and Administrative Law, with PhD studies in Fundamental
Rights.
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FAREWELL TO THE CONSTITUTION
WHY THE 1991 CONSTITUTION NO
LONGER BELONGS TO THE PEOPLE
OF COLOMBIA

Format: 16.5x22.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 304
Binding: Paperback

FRANCISCO JOSÉ CHAUX

Chaux tackles all the aspects that led to the agreement of the
Constitution of 1991 an its transformation up to today. He analyses
the scene of disagreement, recaptures the transformation of the
constitutional state to the social right state and then analyses the
decline of “democracy”.
Rights acquisition contact:
YOHANNA ESPITIA
gerencia@editorialtemis.com

About the Author
Lawyer and specialist in Constitutional Law of the Pontificial
Xaverian Univerity of Bogotá. He is a partner of the Association
Littéraire et Artistique Internationale (ALAI).

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES.
ATTENTION TO VICTIMS
VARIOUS AUTHORS

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 168
Binding: Paperback

This book covers the experience of “Grupo Interdisciplinario de
Expertas y Expertos Independientes (GIEI)”, their investigation,
attention and centrality of the victims, their search for missing
persons and the final reports.

Rights acquisition contact:
YOHANNA ESPITIA
gerencia@editorialtemis.com

About the Author
Carlos Martín Beristain is a doctor of psychology. He has published
“Stories of Stories”, pages written between several countries of
Latin America while working on issues of victim care, mental health,
human rights and ecological disasters. Short reports from 1994 to
2010 on their relationship in Colombia with those affected by the
war are collected, in Peru with the Truth and Memory Commission,
in Ecuador with human rights and ecology, or in the favelas of Rio de
Janeiro, where he shared with “as maes” that the police had killed his
children, ending up in Guatemala with relatives of the disappeared.
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FICTION AND
NON FICTION
BOOKS

ROCCA’S EDITING WORKSHOP
TALLER DE EDICIÓN ROCCA

We are a publishing house dedicated to selecting, editing and publishing titles that
belong to various literary genres. Since 2005 our editorial activity has generated
new spaces for expression and intellectual development that have allowed us to
create new collections. We have focused our editorial production on supporting
new Colombian voices and emerging writers who contribute to enhance the cultural
diversity of our country with their creative activity. We also publish with international
authors.
DRY MOUTH

TEXT BY RICARDO COLMENARES MELGAREJO
ILLUSTRATIONS BY SILVIA PAGLIANO
Fiction

Format: 13.5x21.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 164
Binding: Paperback

“Dry Mouth” is a single-breath race which takes place in delirious
urban sceneries, turning the reader into a curious pilgrim avid for
aesthetic phenomena. These are the maps traced by a Colombian
in Germany.

Rights acquisition contact:
LUIS DANIEL ROCCA LYNN
taller@talleredicion.com

About the Author
Colombian author living in Germany. He has published the short
story volume “Matrilogy” and the novels “A handful of daisies” and
“Aliciadorada”.

SIRIRÍ

FRANCISCO BARRIOS
Shortstory

Format: 15x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 102
Binding: Paperback

Love and desire narrated through the stories of characters trying
to balance their drives and manias with social expectations and
conditions. Barrios’ narrative has a distinctive use of humor in
order to portray situations involving little personal tragedies.

Rights acquisition contact:
LUIS DANIEL ROCA LYNN
taller@talleredicion.com

About the Author
Social communicator and journalist from the Pontifical Xavierian
University – Masters in Cultural Studies New School Research,
PhD Pompeu Fabra University. He has collaborated with COLORS
Magazine, Barcelona Metropolitan, Gatopardo, Arcadia, Quimera,
Magazín-El Espectador. In 2011, he was awarded the National
Short Story Award for “Uncle Vaina”.
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THE INEXISTANCE

MARIO JARAMILLO
Novel

Format: 15x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 178
Binding: Paperback

Class distance becomes relentless when the maid’s son
understands that his life’s future and explanation is in embracing
the colors of the sea. This delightful novel, filled with a very unique
sense of humor stumbles with sadness and abandonment in
enriching ways.
Rights acquisition contact:
LUIS DANIEL ROCA LYNN
taller@talleredicion.com

About the Author
Lawyer from the University of the Andes, Masters in Anthropology
and PhD in political science and Sociology in the Complutense
University of Madrid. Author of short stories “Vagrancies”, “Next
Station”, and the novel “Black Balls”. He signs a column in
magazine Readings, from newspaper “El Tiempo”.

SHIT AND LOVE
ARMANDO SILVA
Novel

Format: 15x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 274
Binding: Paperback

This is the author’s first novel. He set the goal of unwinding one
of the first transgender fictions, where the actor loses his certainty
about sex, and his anguished quest transforms into a sort of
crime and police story that wanders through iconic, sacred and
cosmopolitan cities.
Rights acquisition contact:
LUIS DANIEL ROCA LYNN
taller@talleredicion.com

About the Author
Philosopher, PhD in Compared Literature University of California.
He has studies in semiotics and aesthetics from Paris. Director of
the project “Imaginaries”, one of the strongest in urban studies
internationally, for linking several cities studied with the ideal
method of “Imagined Cities”.
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BOTTLE, PAPER

RAMÓN COTE BARAIBAR
Poetry

Format: 15x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 96
Binding: Paperback

“Bottle, Paper” is a prose poems book featuring different objects
and crafts, which are close to disappearing or still doubtfully
surviving on the streets of Bogota.«Returning in the form of poetry
what Bogota gives to its people is one of the fulfilled aspirations of
this book».
Rights acquisition contact:
LUIS DANIEL ROCCA LYNN
taller@talleredicion.com

About the Author
Art Historian from the Complutense University of Madrid. He
has published the “Poems of a Common Pit”, “Report about the
state of trains in the Ancient Delicias Station” and the “Essential
Anthology of Colombian Poetry of the XX century”. He has won the
House of America Poetry Award.

PEACE AS REVOLUTION M-19
VERA GRABE LOEWENHERZ
History

Format: 15x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 766
Binding: Paperback

“If someone asked me to define Vera Grabe’s book in one quote,
I’d point out the one where she describes the treacherous road to
peace saying that «it’s not about changing for peace, but about
peace for change.» Humberto de la Calle Lombana.

Rights acquisition contact:
LUIS DANIEL ROCCA LYNN
taller@talleredicion.com

About the Author
Anthropologist from the Andes University. Professional in Political
Studies and Conflict Resolution. PhD in Peace, Conflict and
Democracy from the University of Granada, Spain. Representative
and Senator of the Republic.
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THEY ARE EATING THE CAT

MIGUEL ÁNGEL MANRIQUE
Novel

Format: 15x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 120
Binding: Paperback

The first zombie genre book ever written in Colombia. It tells the
story of a journalist, whom in the middle of the disaster produced
by a weird virus that turns dead people into zombies, risks his life in
order to interview some survivors. It all happens in an apocalyptic
version of Bogota.
Rights acquisition contact:
LUIS DANIEL ROCA LYNN
taller@talleredicion.com

About the Author
He studied Literature in the National University of Colombia.
He specialized in Communication Sciences in the University
Autonoma of Barcelona and has a Masters degree in Education
in the Externado University of Colombia. He coordinates the Short
Novel Workshop from the FCE (Fondo de Cultura Económica).

DEVOURED HEAD

ANTONIO CORREA LOSADA
Poetry

Format: 15x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 62
Binding: Paperback

This book represents an act of bravery from a poet that sees a
past full of destruction, from someone who realizes he is made of
time and who wonders what time has made of him. It’s about love
and its disasters, it’s about someone realizing that ruin may also
carry a new form of beauty.
Rights acquisition contact:
LUIS DANIEL ROCA LYNN
taller@talleredicion.com

About the Author
Born in Colombia and living in Ecuador. Writer and editor. He has
published poetry: “The Cormorand’s Flight”, “Humid Threshold”,
“Footprints in the Water”. Essays: “Crime and Punishment”, “An
Open Road”. Anthologies: “Flock”, “Poetry from Ecuador”. Novel:
“Under the Night”.
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OBLIVIONS THIEF
JOSÉ ZULETA ORTIZ
Shortstory

Format: 15x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 260
Binding: Paperback

These short stories talk about people who tell stories. It’s the work
of a storyteller at heart. Written with an effective and formidable
language. This book was selected within the National Reading and
Writing Program by Fundalectura in 2015.

Rights acquisition contact:
LUIS DANIEL ROCCA LYNN
taller@talleredicion.com

About the Author
He has won several national awards for poetry and short story
like the National Poetry Prize for “May the War Rest In Peace”. He
also won the National Literature Prize in 2009 with a short story
book. His work has been included in national and international
compilations.

PRINCESSES IN AMSTERDAM
MANUEL JOSÉ RINCÓN DOMÍNGUEZ
Novel

Format: 15x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 244
Binding: Paperback

Three women, (Colombian, Dominican and Thai) victims of human
trafficking, end up in Amsterdam. The solidarity between them
makes them stronger in order to survive in the world of prostitution.

Rights acquisition contact:
LUIS DANIEL ROCCA LYNN
taller@talleredicion.com

About the Author
Journalist, writer and masters in Creative Writing in the University
of Texas, graduate in Literary Formation and in Political Science
and International Affairs from the Catholic University of Leuven,
Belgium, Winner of the Short Story Contest Ciudad de Bogota,
awarded for “The Dog”, “The Voyeur”, “The Ambulance” and “The
Neighbour”.
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ICONO
We are a one of the publishing houses that founded the Colombian Independent
Publishing Network. We have over 300 printed titles available in the market, which
range from journalism to literature, photography and plastic arts.

VOCES ORIGINARIAS DE ABYA YALA

VITO APUSHANA, FREDY CHIKANGANA, HUGO JAMMIOY
Non fiction

Format: 14x21.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 16O
Binding: Paperback

Indigenous poetry of three ethnic groups in Colombia: Wayuu,
Yanakuna y Kamentsa Kabëng.

Rights acquisition contact:
GUSTAVO MAURICIO
GARCÍA ARENAS
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com

About the Author
Vito Apüshana is the collective voice of Wayuu poetic world. His
poems have appeared in specialized magazines like Número,
“Magazín Dominical” de El Espectador (Bogotá), Casa de las
Américas (La Habana) and virtual platforms as Lirykline.org ,
youyoupana.com and Poetry International.
Fredy Chikangana has published in Ethnography (Sweden)
Kontaks (Denmark) Poetry International (Holland) and is part of the
“Anthology of Literature Indigenous of America (Chile)”.
Hugo Jamioy has published the poetry books “Mi fuego y mi
humo”, “mi tierra y mi sol” (1999), “No somos gente” (2001) and
“Diamantes del viento” (2010)”.

THE TRIUMPH OF NO, THE EMOTIONAL
PARADOX BEHIND THE PLEBISCITE
ANDREI GÓMEZ SUAREZ
Non fiction

Format: 11.5x18cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 136
Binding: Paperback

The text is deep and documented. His reading on peace will serve to
consolidate the debate in a country that does not move with ideas and
arguments, but with primary emotions, such as fear, anger or revenge.

Rights acquisition contact:
GUSTAVO MAURICIO
GARCÍA ARENAS
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com

About the Author
PhD in International Relations and Master’s Degree in Contemporary
Wars and Peace Studies at the University of Sussex, specialist in Armed
Conflict Resolution and Politologist at the University of the Andes in
Bogotá. The author is an associate researcher in transitional justice at
the University of Oxford and in peace processes at the University of
Sussex, and a professor of the institute Alberto Merani. He regularly
writes about the armed conflict and the peace process in Colombia.

CAMILO TORRES, A BIOGRAPHY OF
THE PRIEST-GUERRILLERO

WALTER J. BRODERICK
Non fiction

Format: 15x23.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 424
Binding: Paperback

The story of a Bogotá’s priest who, in the mid of 1960s, emerged
as a popular leader, inciting rebellion against the oligarchy and the
Colombian ruling class. Camilo opted for the armed struggle, with
his death he became a symbol and martyr for young people of the
whole world.
Rights acquisition contact:
GUSTAVO MAURICIO
GARCÍA ARENAS
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com

About the Author
An Australian ex-priest (1935), a Colombian citizen, worked in the
Dominican Republic and Peru during the 1960s. Connoisseur of
the Colombian guerrilla, he has translated into Spanish books of
Walt Whitman, Seamus Heaney and Samuel Becket.

THE INVISIBLE GUERRILLA
WALTER J. BRODERICK
Non fiction

Format: 15x23.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 480
Binding: Paperback

This book that reads with the interest and passion of a good
novel tells the adventures of the Aragonese priest Manuel Pérez
during his first years in the mountain, where he saw the death of
many companions. Some brave guerrillas were executed by the
autocratic commander Fabio Vásquez Castaño.
Rights acquisition contact:
GUSTAVO MAURICIO
GARCÍA ARENAS
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com

The book is an essential reading for anyone who wants to
understand the history and behavior of the ELN, a guerrilla that in
2017 after 52 years of armed rebellion, has sat down to talk with
representatives of the Colombian state in search of peace.
About the Author
An Australian ex-priest (1935) and Colombian citizen, worked in
the Dominican Republic and Peru during the 1960s. Connoisseur
of the Colombian guerrilla, he has translated into Spanish books of
Walt Whitman, Seamus Heaney and Samuel Becket.
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STRONGER THAN THE HOLOCAUST
OLGA BEHAR
Fiction

Rights acquisition contact:
GUSTAVO MAURICIO
GARCÍA ARENAS
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com

Format: 15x23.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 304
Binding: Paperback

This story takes place between the end of the World War I and the
II postwar period until it reaches Cartagena de Indias in Colombia,
narrating what the Jewish communities had to live in a remote place in
southeast Poland, today within the Ukrainian territory.
Through the heroism of its protagonists, this almost unexplored part of
the history of the Holocaust comes alive and transports the reader to
places and events full of suspense, love and persistence.
About the Author
Olga Behar is a journalist and has been a correspondent for Univision
and the European organization VJ Movement. Author of “Las guerras de
la paz” (1985), “Noches de humo” (1987), “Penumbra en el Capitolio”
(1991), “El Clan de Los Doce Apóstoles” (2011), “El caso Klein”. “El
origen del paramilitarismo en Colombia” (2012) and “A bordo de mí
misma”. “Crónicas Autobiográficas” (2013).
In 2012, she received the first National Journalism Prize of the Bogota
Journalists’ Circle (CPB) in the category << Bibliographic Work of a
Journalist >> for her book “El Clan de Los Doce Apóstoles”.
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OTHER ROUTES

ALFREDO MOLADO
Non fiction

Format: 15x23.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 256
Binding: Paperback

In the pages of this book Molano crosses borders to get in touch
with the hidden faces of Mexico, Cuba, Sicily, the Sahara, Vietnam,
Thailand, Cambodia, Peru, La Orinoquia and other places in South
America.

Rights acquisition contact:
GUSTAVO MAURICIO
GARCÍA ARENAS
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com

About the Author
Sociologist of the National University of Colombia and journalist.
He was born in Bogotá in 1944. He later completed postgraduate
studies at the School of High Social Studies in Paris (1975-1977).
Professor of the universities of Antioquia and Stanford, and
lecturer in the senate of Coimbra, Oxford, Harvard, Barcelona and
Berkeley. He was awarded the Simon Bolivar National Journalism
Prize in 1993, the National Book of Colcultura Prize and the
National Excellence in Human Sciences Award from the Academy
of Geographical Sciences for a life dedicated to research and
dissemination of essential aspects of reality Colombian.

DESPITE THE NIGHT

GUILLERMO GONZÁLEZ URIBE
Fiction, Novel

Format: 15x23.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 296
Binding: Paperback

The author reconstructs one of the most delirious, sad, psychedelic,
romantic, libertarian and lamentable periods of the history of
Colombia in the work log of a reporter of a generation immersed in
the madness of war.

Rights acquisition contact:
GUSTAVO MAURICIO
GARCÍA ARENAS
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com

About the Author
Journalist editor and writer. He has published “Children of War”
(2002), “Photo Sady”, “Memories of reality” (2014) and “Children
of war fifteen years later” (2015). He has collaborated in various
media in the country and abroad, was director of the “Magazín
Dominical” de El Espectador, the magazine Gaceta of Colcultura
and the magazine Número, currently directs the company El Ala
de Arriba dedicated to writing, editing, journalism, research, film,
exhibitions and project management.
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BAD REPUTATION
YESID ARTETA DÁVILA
Non fiction

Format: 11x18cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 136
Binding: Paperback

The author presents in his own style the keys for the political and
social left-wing to give a twist to a country that tries to overcome
endemic violence and break with the hegemony of a ruling class
that has nothing new to offer.

Rights acquisition contact:
GUSTAVO MAURICIO
GARCÍA ARENAS
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com

About the Author
Born in Barranquilla, the autor studied sociology and law, was
a student leader, several of his friends were killed, was in the
guerrilla, lived in hiding, fought, was wounded, was arrested and
sentenced, was in prison, after recovered his freedom, resigned
the armed struggle, was harassed, went into exile, continued his
activism in Europe, was convicted again, the state suspended the
sentence and today he is devoted to working for the peace and
reconciliation of his country.

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO POPE
FRANCIS
BILL CARRASCAL
Non fiction

Format: 13x21.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 304
Binding: Paperback

The author, with a deep insight of Catholicism, presents a selection
of the pontiff’s phrases in which he defines the world in his own
words, as if it were his personal dictionary. Here, the reader will find
some of Pope Francis’ wisdom.

Rights acquisition contact:
GUSTAVO MAURICIO
GARCÍA ARENAS
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com

About the Author
Graduated in Literature from the National University of Colombia,
he is an essayist, compiler, prolog writer, lecturer and proofreader
in press, literary and technical publications, like “Why do Bad
Things Happen to the Good People?” of Iván Gutiérrez (Planeta,
2012), “Umbrales de paz” (Embassy of Chile in Colombia), Correo
del Mortiño de Ocaña, Renacimiento de Bogotá and the magazine
«Imagenes» of the newspaper La Opinión de Cúcuta.
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PASSENGERS IN TRANSIT

DIANA OSPINA OBANDO
Fiction

Format: 15x23.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 120
Binding: Paperback

“Passengers in transit” is a manual of mental traps conceived by
the author ho has seen too much and has been known to see it.
She returns the dignity of the stories.

Rights acquisition contact:
GUSTAVO MAURICIO
GARCÍA ARENAS
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com

About the Author
Bogotá, 1974. Teacher, writer and film critic. In 1993 he won the
National Book Prize of Colcutura and the National Excellency in
Human Sciences from the Academy of Geographical Sciences for
a life dedicated to research and dissemination of essential aspects
of the colombian reality.
Four of his stories were published in Interiors (2016) of the Suburbia
& Absurdia collection of the Suburban publishing house.
Prize in 1993, the National Book of Colcultura Prize and the
National Excellence in Human Sciences Award from the Academy
of Geographical Sciences for a life dedicated to research and
dissemination of essential aspects of reality Colombian.
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INTERMEDIO
Intermedio editors is the imprint of the Publishing House El Tiempo. Since 1985 we
have been developing books and publishing projects on general interest always
providing valuable content and high-impact and high-quality publications.

EL TIEMPO’S WRITING MANUAL
VARIOUS AUTHORS
Non fiction

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 2 inks
Pages: 208
Binding: Paperback

Useful for writers of all types of texts, this edition marks a
generational difference with books of the same type, including a
complete compilation of concepts and standards of grammar and
writing of the multimedia era.

Rights acquisition contact:
LEONARDO ARCHILA
leonarc@circulo.com.co

About the Author
It was written by collaboration of the editorial team of the
publishing house.

PALABRERO
PHILIP POTDEVID
Fiction

Format: 15x23cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 296
Binding: Hardcover

Edelmiro Epiayú is an indigenous Wayúu lawyer who aspires to
work as a lawyer in the mining company that has devastated
his town and culture, but he is disenchanted with knowing the
excesses of the mining company and his intention to move the
river of his town to dump coal.

Rights acquisition contact:
LEONARDO ARCHILA
leonarc@circulo.com.co

About the Author
Potdevin is a renowned Colombian writer, winner of the 1994
National Narrative Prize. Novelist, storyteller and poet, alternates
his trade with journalism and teaching.
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BEFORE AND AFTER GOD

OCTAVIO ESCOBAR GIRALDO
Fiction

Format: 15x23cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 216
Binding: Paperback

This novel won the National Prize for Novel Mincultura 2016.
The crude portrait of a conservative and affluent society, faced
with a terrible crime that calls into question. He also received the
International Prize for Short Novel City of Barbastro 2015.

Rights acquisition contact:
LEONARDO ARCHILA
leonarc@circulo.com.co

About the Author
Considered one of the Colombian authors with greater projection
today, Escobar has been deserved many awards and distinctions
in Colombia and abroad. His works have been published in Spain,
Italy and Germany, and at the end of 2017 “After and before God”
will be edited by Actes Sud in France.

WHO ARE YOU WHO HAVE CLIMBED
INTO MY BED?
JUAN MANUEL DE CASTELLS TEJÓN
Fiction

Format: 15x23cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 264
Binding: Paperback

Enrique Quintana, researcher and professor, acquired a very
ancient codex that left him astonished. The only inheritance left to
his son was the translated codex, with the mission of verifying its
authenticity and publishing it, since it was the true story of Jesus
and his movement.
Rights acquisition contact:
LEONARDO ARCHILA
leonarc@circulo.com.co

About the Author
Castells is an amateur historian and economist who has published
more than six successful and controversial books on the history
of Christianity. This novel is a compilation of his main discoveries.
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COCAINE’S GOALS
MARTHA SOTO
Non-fiction

Format: 15x23cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 220
Binding: Hardcover

A thorough investigation into the infiltration of mafias in football.
Martha Soto collects here facts, testimonies and evidence to
reconstruct this history of money laundering, testaferrato, corruption
and organized crime that since the eighties has impacted football
in Colombia.
Rights acquisition contact:
LEONARDO ARCHILA
leonarc@circulo.com.co

About the Author
Martha Soto is an award-winning and well-known Colombian
journalist, author of successful journalistic research books. He
directs the Investigative Unit of the newspaper El Tiempo.
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LAGUNA
Laguna is a Colombian independent publishing house founded in 2007 which
publishes books mainly of art and literature. We are interested in the history
understood as the combination of memory and fiction.

THE BOOK OF EMMA REYES
EMMA REYES
Non-fiction, letters, memoir

Format: 20x14cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 24O
Binding: Paperback

In these letters, written between 1969 and 1997, Emma Reyes
took the strenuous exercise of narrating the adversities she lived
during her childhood, articulating a story which projects a thrilling
voice due to the mixture of innocence and serenity with which she
remembers her tragedy.
Rights acquisition contact:
SALOMÉ COHEN MONROY
lagunalibros@gmail.com

About the Author
Emma Reyes (Bogotá, Colombia, 1919//Bordeaux, France, 2003)
was an artist who travelled the world along with her drawings
and paintings. In our country, her name is mostly known because
artists and people from humanities met her abroad and came back
fascinated by her talent and character.

SLASH AND BURN

CLAUDIA HERNÁNDEZ
Novel, latinamerican literature

Format: 20x14.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 352
Binding: Paperback

In war and in peace, a woman fights without guns for her daughters.
Like in the old nomadic agriculture, she slashes and burns so these
girls always have a place to come back to.

Rights acquisition contact:
SALOMÉ COHEN MONROY
lagunalibros@gmail.com

About the Author
Claudia Hernández (San Salvador, 1975) she’s a teacher and has
published several short story books. She won the price Anna
Seghers, The National Endowment for the Art has supported the
translation to the English language of some of her books that
explore the brutal impact of the civil war in El Salvador.
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BEASTS

GABRIELA A. ARCINIEGAS
Fiction, Shortstories

Format: 20x14.5 cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 128
Binding: Paperback

We’re a lot. We’re hungry. We’re everywhere. Time’s running out
for humanity to understand us. We’re beasts.

Rights acquisition contact:
SALOMÉ COHEN MONROY
lagunalibros@gmail.com

About the Author
Gabriela A. Arciniegas (Bogotá, 1975) writer, teacher and a
translator. She studied Literature and has a Magister in
Latin American Literature. She has published the books Rojo
sombra (novel) and Sol menguante (poetry). She won the contest
Ediciones del Embalaje del Museo Rayo with the book Awaré
(poetry, 2009).

HAZARDS OF THE BODY
MARÍA OSPINA PIZANO
Fiction, Shortstories

Format: 20x14.5 cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 164
Binding: Paperback

The bodies in this book migrate, look for eachothers, sometimes
they also lose themselves. They are interpreters, voices than reveal
stories about the desire of encountering others. Here, everybody
is a story.

Rights acquisition contact:
SALOMÉ COHEN MONROY
lagunalibros@gmail.com

About the Author
María Ospina Pizano (Bogotá, 1977) studied History in Brown
University and obtained a Ph.D in Hispanic Literatures in Harvard
University. She is a professor at Wesleyan University. She worked
at the Library Luis Ángel Arango in archive and curatorial projects.
She created the epistolar anthology, Cartas de la Persistencia.
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CHAPINERO

ANDRÉS OSPINA
Fiction, Novel, Colombian literature

Rights acquisition contact:
SALOMÉ COHEN MONROY
lagunalibros@gmail.com

Format: 20x14.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 280
Binding: Paperback

Distressed by a financial crisis, Lorenzo Heredia debates in between
selling or staying with a seniority, the only family heritage that he
has. To try to find a price for it, he must investigate the origin of
this relic. Multiple voices emerge from other times to reveal more
information than the desired, articulating a story that starts in the
Chapinero neighbourhood in 2015 and ends with Antón Hero, an
illustrated shoemaker that sails from Cadiz in 1655.
About the Author
Andrés Ospina (Bogotá, 1976) is a writer and radio producer.
He has promoted different initiatives regarding his city’s history
and patrimony. He has written, among other books, “Bogotá
Retroactiva”, “Bogotálogo: usos, desusos y abusos del español
hablado en Bogotá” (Bogotalogue: Uses, Mis-uses and Abuses of
the Spanish Spoken in Bogotá) and the short-story book “Y yo que
lo creía un farsante” (2014). “Ximénez” (Laguna Libros, 2013) and
“Chapinero” (Laguna Libros, 2015) are his two published novels
until the day.
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THE CHILDREN

CAROLINA SANÍN
Fiction, Novel, Colombian literature

Format: 20x14.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 140
Binding: Paperback

Laura Romero lives with her dog Brus. A saturday, at midnight, a
six-year-old boy shows up under her balcony. He won’t say from
where he comes from, neither would say why he is there. He seems
to ignore the way the world works. While he is assigned a new
home, she takes him in and tries to give meaning to his presence.
Rights acquisition contact:
SALOMÉ COHEN MONROY
lagunalibros@gmail.com

About the Author
Carolina Sanín (Bogotá, 1973) published the novel “Todo en otra
parte” (Everything somewhere else) (Seix-Barral, 2005), the essay
Alfonso X, el Rey Sabio (Panamericana, 2009), the children’s book
Dalia (Norma, 2010), and the shortstory collections “Ponqué y
otros cuentos” (Cake and other stories) (Norma, 2010) and Yosoyu
(Destiempo, 2013). She is PhD in Hispanic Literature at Yale
University, where she specialized in Middle Age literature. Carolina
has worked as translator and has been Professor at the State
University of New York–Purchase College and of the Universidad
de los Andes. She was been columnist of the newspapper “El
Espectador” and the cultural magazine “Arcadia”.Belgium, Winner
of the Short Story Contest Ciudad de Bogota, awarded for The
Dog, The Voyeur, The Ambulance and The Neighbour.

LORENZA AND NOTHING MORE
ANDRÉS ARIAS
Fiction, Novel, Colombian literature

Format: 20x14.5 cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 124
Binding: Paperback

What’s not letting Lorenza sleep? Everyhting is fine with her life
according her parents and husband. She’s an important proyect
manager in the Social Responsability area, she lives in an top
neighbourhood and has a model family. But from some time now,
and idea has taken her mind: she wants to make everything go the
fuck away.
Rights acquisition contact:
SALOMÉ COHEN MONROY
lagunalibros@gmail.com

About the Author
Andrés Arias (Bogotá, 1977) is a social communicator, journalist,
and MA in literature from Pontificial Xaverian University. His works
have been published in magazines like El Malpensante, SoHo,
Gatopardo, Caras and Diners. In 2010 he published his first novel
“Suicídame (Suicide-me)” with Ediciones B.
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ELEPHANTS IN THE ROOM

Format: 23.5x17cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 108
Binding: Paperback

SINDY ELEFANTE
Non fiction, graphic narrative, autobiography

Rights acquisition contact:
SALOMÉ COHEN MONROY
lagunalibros@gmail.com

“Elephants in the Room” is an autobiographical graphic novel in
which the author explores her childhood and youth making use
of her family relationships, her love for sports and, above all, the
fact of having grown up in Bogotá being a lesbian. The book uses
an apparently innocent drawing style to reconstruct the story
with the memories that different objects in her room evoke to the
main character/drawer. In this way, elements from the graphic
and cultural environment of the 90’s are used to tell a story that is
honest and doesn’t fall into the predictable, and with which is very
easy to feel identified.
About the Author
Sindy Infante Saavedra, or Sindy Elefante, was born in Bogotá in
1987. Since she was a kid she has liked drawing, writing, listening
to indie rock, dance to tropical music and play soccer. She studied
Visual Arts in the Pontificial Xaverian University of Bogotá, and she
did the Master in Illustration of Children’s Books at the Cambrige
School of Arts, Englans. “Elephants in the room” is her first book.

DAMNED PATHS

TEXTS BY PABLO GUERRA AND DIANA OJEDA
ILUSTRATIONS BY HENRY DIAZ AND CAMILO AGUIRRE
*COHETE COMICS COLLECTION
Non fiction, graphic narrative, autobiography

Format: 23.5x17cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 88
Binding: Paperback

In the region of Montes de María [Colombian northwest], the paths
were the means and the frontier. They connected ends and united
neighbors. When the plots were fused into just one crops, into a
green desert, nobody could go through those paths. They became
damned paths. But those who crossed them haven’t disappeared:
the time to listen to them has come.
Rights acquisition contact:
SALOMÉ COHEN MONROY
lagunalibros@gmail.com

About the Authors
Diana Ojeda is a researcher interested in political ecology and
feminist geography. Pablo Guerra is a comic writer, editor and
comic critic.
About the Illustrators
Henry Díaz is a strip cartoonist and illustrator. Camilo Aguirre is an
artist, educator and comic artist from Cali, Colombia.
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TWO TOMS

TEXTS BY PABLO GUERRA
ILUSTRATIONS BY HENRY DIAZ
*COHETE COMICS COLLECTION

Format: 23.5x17cm
Color: 2 inks
Pages: 112
Binding: Paperback

A neurobotanics lab in the middle of the desert is the place where
an strange love triangle begins. The experiment that is developed
there will confront the identity of the characters in this story,
throwing them into a journey loaded with nudity and betrayal.

Rights acquisition contact:
SALOMÉ COHEN MONROY
lagunalibros@gmail.com

About the Author
Guerra + Díaz are a creative duo from Colombia, dedicated to the
production of comics with different tones and formats. Aside from
the graphic novel “Dos Aldos”, they have produced short comics
in digital media and the strip “Vale y su papá” in the newspaper
El Espectador. Guerra and Díaz belong to the collective El
Globoscopio.
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REY NARANJO

We are a small group of editors, designers, writers, photographers and illustrators
who believe in the future of the book. We use our unique blend of knowledge and
experience turning stories into memorable experiences. We write, we design, we edit
and distribute books that readers will want to keep forever, without discriminating
everything digital.

SHEER GRAMMAR

JUAN FERNANDO HINCAPIÉ
Fiction

Format: 13.5x21cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 212
Binding: Paperback

Emilia Restrepo Williamson was born in a wealthy colombian family
at Bogota. She is a little precocious, smart and always aware of
was going on around her. Parallel to the story of her life, she is
constantly commenting on the lexical, syntactical and semantic
aspects of the expressions she uses, hears or reads.
Rights acquisition contact:
JOHN NARANJO
info@reynaranjo.net

About the Author
Juan Fernando Hincapie is a renowned journalist and writer. He
has written for local newspapers and magazines such as Soho.
His first book was published by Ediciones B. “Pure Grammar” is
his second novel.

THE BURNING YEARS
JAIME ARRACÓ
Fiction

Format: 13.5x21cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 212
Binding: Hardcover

Alberto is a young spanish boy that lives in the city of Florence
with his family and whose life revolves around music, girls, books,
clothes, football and drugs. A euphoric feeling of freedom takes
him to undertake a road of discoveries, excess, risky adventures
and existential questions that he will share with his school friends
while they introduce themselves in the deepness of the Florentine
nocturnal life.
Rights acquisition contact:
JOHN NARANJO
info@reynaranjo.net

About the Author
Born in Spain in 1984, Jaime Arracó grew up and lived his teenage
years in Florence, Italy. He arrived in Bogotá in 2007 to finish his
studies in Advertisement and, finally, decided to settle down in this
city. He has a wide range of publications, he has written music
articles, short stories, reviews, among others. He worked for
Arcadia cultural magazine in Colombia as cultural journalist and
editor. “The burning years” is his first novel.
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ORIGIN OF WORDS

RICARDO SOCA
Non fiction

Format: 17x23.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 536
Binding: Flexi, sewn

This book is the compilation of Ricardo Soca’s etimological
dictionaries. In this new edition will be found the same outstanding
care and dedication from the first three volumes.
Besides, it includes new ilustrations and new words. This is an
ideal work for any Spanish speaker.
Rights acquisition contact:
JOHN NARANJO
info@reynaranjo.net

About the Author
Ricardo Soca is a Uruguayan journalist, he lives in Montevideo.
He has worked for the German News Agency (DPA, in German),
for the Uruguayan newspaper Brecha and for the France Press
Agency. In 2002, he started the webpage “La palabra del día”,
which sends emails to 210000 subscribers every day.

RULFO

TEXT BY OSCAR PANTOJA
ILLUSTRATIONS BY FELIPE CAMARGO
Non fiction, Cómic

Rights acquisition contact:
JOHN NARANJO
info@reynaranjo.net

Format: 17x23.5cm
Color: Full color
Pages: 188
Binding: Paperback

A desert crossed by spectrum ghosts with no direction or past.
Their faces are tired by the time passing and their foot print
disappear before they get erased by the wind. Juan Rulfo left
us this universe of “El llano en llamas (The Burning Plain)” and in
“Pedro Páramo”, two small masterpieces that are, by any doubt,
a sample of the greatest literature works on Spanish. This book
explores, through images, Rulfo´s life events that illuminate his
work style.
About the Author
Oscar Pantoja is a writer, screenwriter and filmmaker. He has
won several awards such as the Alejo Carpentier National Novel
Award and the Nacional Cinematographic Scholarship for Shorfilm
production 1998-2001. He has writter horror and love movies.
About the Illustrator
Felipe Camargo studied Visual Arts in the Pontifical Xaverian
University in Bogotá. His work has been shown in several collective
exhibitions and has done several graphic novels in Colombia.
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BACKSTABBING

VARIOUS AUTHORS
ILLUSTRATIONS BY MARCELA QUIROZ
Fiction, Shortstories

Format: 14x21cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 320
Binding: Hardcover

This selection of Colombian short stories, done by Juan Fenando
Hicapié (author of Sheer Grammar, 2015), puts together new and
interesting Colombian authors. This book is the proof of the vitality and
diversity of Colombian storytelling though the voices of 22 Colombian
contemporary authors.

Rights acquisition contact:
JOHN NARANJO
info@reynaranjo.net

About the Author
“Backstabbing” contains 22 short stories, each written by a different
Colombian contemporary author. Some of them are already known,
while others are just starting their writing careers. Some of the known
names in the selection are: Luis Noriega (Premio Hispanoamericano
de cuento Gabriel García Márquez 2016), Patricia Engel (Premio
Biblioteca de Narrativa Colombiana, 2017), Margarita García Robayo
and Juan Cárdenas.
About the Illustrator
Marcela Quiroz (born in Cali, Colombia) is an artist. She has worked as
illustartor for different editorial projects and printed media. In 2011 she
was awarded with the Tragaluz Illustration Prize. She has worked with
Rey Naranajo previously as illustrator for “The Canibal’s Deed”.
THE CANNIBAL’S DEED

JORGE ARISTIZÁBAL
ILLUSTRATIONS BY MARCELA QUIROZ
Fiction, Shortstories

Format: 13.5x21cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 132
Binding: Hardcover

“The Cannibal’s Deed” is a collection of carefully selected stories. Jorge
Aristizábal Gáfaro is a relentless narrator who, through compelling
stories, paints the landscape of a society that faces a cruel, nihilistic
and sometimes cold world. A serrated panorama that will end up
devouring us all.
Rights acquisition contact:
JOHN NARANJO
info@reynaranjo.net

About the Author
Jorge Aristizábal Gáfaro was born in Bogotá. He is a writer and
translator. He has taught communication, linguistics and literature in
several Colombian universities. He has written several short stories
and novels. “The Canibals Deed” won the City of Bogotá Short Story
National Prize
About the Illustrator
Marcela Quiroz (born in Cali, Colombia) is an artist. She has worked as
illustartor for different editorial projects and printed media. In 2011 she
was awarded with the Tragaluz Illustration Prize. She has worked with
Rey Naranajo previously as illustrator for La gesta del caníbal.
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TRAGALUZ
We are a colombian independent publishing house. Since 2005 we publish books
that are attractive because of their designs and contents, books where every detail
matters. We make books that take the readers back to their first children’s books,
those where the act of reading was an experience of every sense. Our mission is to
make books that our readers can go back to that first reading, where everything was
new, surprising and involved a new discovery.

A THOUSAND EARS

TEXT BY PILAR GUTIÉRREZ
ILLUSTRATIONS BY SAMUEL CASTAÑO
Fiction

Format: 15x15cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 28
Binding: Hardcover

“I’ve always wanted to explain that I have a thousand tiny ears
spread throughout my body”, says the narrator of this poetic story,
a woman who lost hearing at the age of seven and learned to listen
to the world from silence.

Rights acquisition contact:
PILAR GUTIÉRREZ
pgutierrez@tragaluzeditores.com

About the Author
Gutiérrez is the head and founder of Tragaluz. In 2012, her book
“A Swamp of Water” received one of the most important Latin
America Awards in children’s literature: The best book for children
and young people, 2012, granted by the the Book Bank of
Venezuela.
About the Illustrator
A graphic designer from Medellín, Colombia, Castaño illustrated
the book “A Thousand Ears”, which was awarded in Bologna,
Italy, with a special nomination in the category New Horizons of
the 2015 BolognaRagazzi Award and was included in the list of
IBBY Canada’s best books for children and young people with
disabilities.
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SÍLABA
We are a publishing house that honors the beauty and musicality of the language to
enhance the written word as a source of knowledge. We seek to bind authors, books
and readers in a fruitful encounter of voices and senses that embodies the act of
writing and reading. We open our pages for cultural publications with emphasis on
literature, chronicle, memoirs and essay of national and international writers.
THE DEFEATED
PABLO MONTOYA
Fiction

Rights acquisition contact:
LUCÍA DONADÍO
silabaeditores@gmail.com

Format: 21.5x14cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 320
Binding: Paperback

“The defeated” tells the story of the scientist Francisco José de
Caldas and his naturalist and independence concerns. Moving
forward in time, it also narrates the revolutionary avatars of EPL
guerrillas through three young people and their passions: botany,
photography and literature. It imagines Colombia, the past and
the present, between horror and hope. In this new novel Montoya
shows that he is one of the most authentic voices in current
Colombian literature.
About the Author
Writer and professor of literature of the University of Antioquia.
He studied master’s and doctorate in Latin American literature in
Paris (Sorbonne Nouvelle University Paris 3). He has published the
books of short stories, novels, poetry and essay. Winner of the
José Donoso and Rómulo Gallegos Prizes.

FAR FROM ROME
PABLO MONTOYA
Fiction

Format: 21.5x14cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 146
Binding: Paperback

“Far from Rome” is one of the finest novels ever written in
Colombia. It is a work that risks all for literature; that is, it does not
give in to spurious fashions, and is not troubled by the ephemeral
and urgent effervescence of the marketplace. It is an intelligen and
suggestive story.
Rights acquisition contact:
LUCÍA DONADÍO
silabaeditores@gmail.com

About the Author
(Barrancabermeja, 1963) Writer and professor of literature of the
University of Antioquia. He studied master’s and doctorate in Latin
American literature in Paris (Sorbonne Nouvelle University Paris 3).
He has published the books of short stories, novels, poetry and
essay. Winner of the José Donoso and Rómulo Gallegos Prizes.
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LEMOINE

We are a Colombian publishing house dedicated on the dissemination of knowledge,
art and culture through books and literature. Currently we represent commercially over
30 academic publishing houses of Colombia and over 15 institutions of technical and
academic prestige that have valuable imprints. We cover all of Colombia’s mayor sales
channels and and export permanently to 18 countries.

THE DAYS OF LISBON AND
OTHER PLACES
JAIRO OSORIO GÓMEZ
Fiction

Format: 12.5x20.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages:: 234
Binding: Hardcover

“An excellent narrator. It would be no wonder that one of these
days we stumble upon the first novel of the journalist Jairo Osorio.
Of the most beautiful: it is going to be very well written. It is one of
the beautiful Colombian travel books”. Jairo M. Henao.

Rights acquisition contact:
JIMENA LEMOINE
gerencia@lemoineeditores.com

About the Author
Journalist, publisher and photographer, with master in History of
Latin America, of the International University of Andalusia, LatinAmerican head office of The Rábida, Huelva. It has several books
of history, interview and trips chronicles.
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PANAMERICANA EDITORIAL

Our one and only aspiration is to make books for every reader and for every
occasion, to diversify their daily life and contribute to the learning process.
ILL-MANNERED
ANTONIO ORTIZ
Y.A Literature

Format: 16.5x22.5 cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 176
Binding: Hardcover

It narrates the story of Paula, an upper-class teenager who suffered
a stroke and is in a coma. In that state she remembers the events
that took her there. With a vertiginous and moving story, the reader
will discover the truth of her life. Based on real events.

Rights acquisition contact:
FERNANDO ROJAS

fernando.rojas@panamericana.com.co

About the Author
Colombian writer, born in Bogotá, Colombia, in 1972. He studied
English Literature at the University of Arkansas and holds a
Masters in Applied Linguistics from the University of Victoria. He
has been a language teacher for almost twenty years.

SHE IS DEATH

TEXT BY LUISA NOGUERA ARRIETA
ILLUSTRATIONS BY SARA SÁNCHEZ
Children’s literature

Format: 13.5x20.5cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 120
Binding: Paperback

Felipe loves horror stories but he can’t separate fiction from reality.
He is terrified to think that his grandfather will one day die and his
strange neighbor makes him think that she is death. Misconceptions
and the researching mind of his best friend lead him to make crazy
things to unmask her.
Rights acquisition contact:
FERNANDO ROJAS

fernando.rojas@panamericana.com.co

About the Author
Colombian writer born in Bogotá. She is a publicist and a three
times finalist for the Prize for Children and Youth Literature El Barco
de Vapor-Biblioteca Luis Ángel Arango. Her novel “She is death”
was highly recommended by IBBY México 2016 and translated into
Portuguese. She has 12 titles published.
About the Illustrator
Graphic Artist of the Academy of Fine Arts, Florence (Italy) currently
works independently collaborating for some publishing houses, in
Colombia and abroad. Her free time is dedicated to the investigation
of new images and techniques that can feed her work.
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THE BIBLE OF THE FALLEN

FERNANDO TRUJILLO
Y.A Literature

Format: 16.5x22.5cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 464
Binding: Hardcover

The world has a supernatural side that few perceive. People are
not aware of its risks. If they run into them, they despair. But not
all is lost. If a prayer is prayed to the-one-who-has-no-soul, he
might listen. But he will demand a high price for his services.

Rights acquisition contact:
FERNANDO ROJAS

fernando.rojas@panamericana.com.co

About the Author
Was born in Madrid, Spain, on December 30, 1973. He writes
urban uantasy. He was first a systems engineer until he began to
sell his books in digital format, and with time he could leave his
job and dedicate exclusively to writing, due to the great success
that he harvested.

THE TREE THAT COOS AND
OTHER POEMS

TEXT BY GLORIA CECILIA DÍAZ
ILLUSTRATIONS BY SARA SÁNCHEZ
Children’s literature

Format: 15x21cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 64
Binding: Hardcover

Poems for early childhood grouped into 5 sections, which tell
us about the simple and sweet world of children in relation to
memories, feelings, love, family, pets and fantasy.

Rights acquisition contact:
FERNANDO ROJAS

fernando.rojas@panamericana.com.co

About the Author
Gloria Cecilia Díaz is a Colombian author based in Paris, whose
literary career is firmly established in Latin America and Spain. She
has been awarded the Prmio El Barco de Vapor (international) and
the Premio Iberoamericano de Literatura Infantil y Juvenil for her
whole work.
About the Illustrator
Sara Sánchez was born in Spain and lives in Madrid. She has
illustrated numerous children’s books for Spanish and Latin
American publishers.
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THE MOST FEROCIOUS ANIMAL
TEXT AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY DIPACHO
Children’s literature

Format: 21x21cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 28
Binding: Hardcover

Which is the most ferocious animal? Many will say the tiger or the
dreaded shark. But in reality, everything depends on the observer.

Rights acquisition contact:
FERNANDO ROJAS

fernando.rojas@panamericana.com.co

About the Author
Colombian illustrator and writer. Studied Graphic Design at the
National University of Colombia; he is also a percussionist. His
work is already recognized throughout South America, where he
teaches workshops and seminars, and in countries in Europe and
Asia. He has received awards in Colombia, Germany, Venezuela
and Korea.

PORTRAIT OF CHILDREN
WITH BAYONETS

TEXT BY JAIRO BUITRAGO
ILLUSTRATIONS BY MÓNICA BETANCOURT
Y.A Literature

Format: 15x21cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 54
Binding: Hardcover

An old photograph of the War of the Thousand Days, serves as a
theme for the class of that day. The teacher shows this photo to
her students, and children begin to think about those boys on it,
why are they there and if they will be able to return home.

Rights acquisition contact:
FERNANDO ROJAS

fernando.rojas@panamericana.com.co

About the Author
Colombian writer and illustrator. He began his career as an essay
writer and film critic; his books have been recommended by the
Book bank of Venezuela and IBBY Mexico. His works have been
translated into several languages.
About the Illustrator
Colombian, Master in Plastic Arts, studied Multimedia Design
and Illustration in Argentina. He teaches arts and illustration and
has his own projects. He likes to work hand in hand with authors,
editors and designers. He considers that the work of the picture
books is to amuse and to form beings.
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WHERE DO DOGS COME FROM?

TEXT BY FRANCISCO LEAL QUEVEDO
ILLUSTRATIONS BY ROCÍO PARRA PARRA
Children’s literature

Format: 15x21cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 80
Binding: Hardcover

Each dog has its own story, also the owner. This tangle of stories
of dogs and owners can catch the reader by its magic, its
illustrations and its tenderness.

Rights acquisition contact:
FERNANDO ROJAS

fernando.rojas@panamericana.com.co

About the Author
Colombian writer. Pediatrician, philosopher and traveler. This is
his twentieth novel for young people. His work as a pediatrician
has led him to write stories for children and young people, his
stories occur in various places in Colombia and the world. He
affirms that with his books he seeks above all to celebrate life.

SONGS OF THE DARK NIGHT

TEXT BY JAIRO OJEDA
ILLUSTRATIONS BY OLGA CUELLAR
Children’s literature

Format: 22x22cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 68
Binding: Hardcover

This poem-song, by the composer Jairo Ojeda, is an invitation to
witches, vampires, cuscungos, goblins, and even jungle beasts, to
lull children’s dreams, thus scattering their fears.
Rights acquisition contact:
FERNANDO ROJAS

fernando.rojas@panamericana.com.co

About the Author
Jairo Ojeda is Colombian but his music is heard throughout Latin
America. For thirty years the repertoire for children has been enriched
with their songs that have become obligatory references in homes and
kindergartens and there are two generations that grow at their pace.
About the Illustrator
Colombian author and illustrator with national and international
recognition. She says: “I like to illustrate what others write,
but I also like to invent my stories without words, to give life to
characters and animals that children want to see thousand and a
thousand times more.”
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ADVENTURE ACADEMY.
THE BONES OF GODS

TEXT AND BORIS PFEIFFER
ILLUSTRATIONS BY SARA SÁNCHEZ
Children’s literature

Format: 13.5x20.5cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 316
Binding: Hardcover

Rufus is a thirteen year old young who is invited to be part of an exclusive
boarding school. This is a special school, because the Adventure
Academy (Academy of gifted people for the personal studies in past
ages) is like a machine for time travelling. This is the beginning of a
fantastic story for Rufus, who will travel to the Ancient Egypt.
Rights acquisition contact:
FERNANDO ROJAS

fernando.rojas@panamericana.com.co

About the Author
Born in Berlin, Germany, in 1964. He was director assistant, has
wrote plays for children and adults. He worked as theatre director
and scriptwriter. He is the author of some of the titles of the “Three
Detectives” series and with André Marx is the writer of the children’s
saga “The Wild Pack”.
About the Illustrator
Sara Sánchez was born in Spain and lives in Madrid. She has
illustrated numerous children’s books for Spanish and Latin
American publishers.

BABA & UTU

TEXT BY ENRIQUE ROJO
ILLUSTRATIONS BY MATADOR
Children’s literature

Rights acquisition contact:
FERNANDO ROJAS

fernando.rojas@panamericana.com.co

Format: 22x22cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 36
Binding: Hardcover

What happens when a female crocodile that does not know how
to cry meets a jaguar unable of smiling? Or, when the clever boa
schemes against the king of the amazon rainforest in order to leave
the smaller animals helpless? The outcome is “Baba and Utu”, a
memorable story about friendship.
About the Author
Enrique Rojo learned to read and to write tales in a small city called
Pamplona, where the clouds come down to be touched with the
hands. He has a secret identity: Andrés Sarmiento Villamizar, he works
in big factory of ideas, characters and stories.
About the Illustrator
Matador was eight years old when he found into an encyclopedia
what he wants to do as a grown up: cartoonist as Roberto
Fontanarrosa. Now, Matador is one of the best cartoonist in Latin
America, this is why he recommends reading from an early age.
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EDUCAR

For over 38 years our publishing house has been side by side the academic
formation of millions of Colombians, by providing them with editorial products
that respond to their cultural necessities generating confidence and credibility
in each publication. On the 1st of March of 1978 de Publishing Group Educar
was created with the sole purpose of developing editorial products of high
quality. Since then, we have been working towards the cultural and academic
development of Colombia and Latin America.

PLINIO AND LORENZO

TEXT AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY OSCAR SOACA
Children’s literature

Rights acquisition contact:
YOLANDA CORREAL LÓPEZ
yolanda.correal@educar.com.co

Format: 22x24 cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 40
Binding: Paperback

Have you ever thought what it feels like, that beautiful animal, the
rooster, when they take him to fight with other roosters? Plinio
took Lorenzo to the cockpit, but what happened there? What did
Lorenzo wake up in Plinio when he was in the ring?
This is a beautiful story about the cockpit and the tradition of this
animal that will fill you with many emotions and feelings. It is to
enjoy it through its illustrations and short texts.
About the Author
Oscar Soacha is an artist and graphic designer from Bogotá. He
has a Masters in Applied Linguistics from the University of Victoria
and has been a language teacher for almost twenty years. He
currently lives in México.
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A STROKE OF LUCK

TEXT AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY BEATRIZ
EUGENIA VALLEJO
Children’s literature

Format: 121x21cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 32
Binding: Saddle
Stitching

Did you know that being a tooth fairy is a difficult and sometimes
even dangerous task? In this book you will meet a mouse,
although lazy, yes with much luck. When you read the book you
will be amazed at what you will find!
Rights acquisition contact:
YOLANDA CORREAL LÓPEZ
yolanda.correal@educar.com.co

About the Author
Beatriz Eugenia Vallejo, Colombian. Social communicator and
journalist, with a Masters in Political Science and International
Relations and a Doctorate in Political Studies, writer and illustrator.
In addition to writing and illustrating, she loves the academic
world that lives as a university professor and researcher. She
has illustrated several children’s books and published her own
stories, being a finalist in Concurso Barco de Vapor.

TO THE JAGUAR’S RESCUE

TEXT BY MARÍA CAMILA LIZARAZO
ILLUSTRATIONS POR ALEXANDER MARROQUÍN
Y.A Literature

Rights acquisition contact:
YOLANDA CORREAL LÓPEZ
yolanda.correal@educar.com.co

Format: 22x22cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 68
Binding: Paperback

This book is an invitation for you to become a hero that takes care
of nature, the animals and everything that the planet has offered us
to enjoy. Image a hungry jaguar and with nothing to eat, what can
calm his stomach from roaring? After you read this book you can
find the answer and will feel closer to the jaguar’s presence.
About the Author
María Camila Lizarazo is an anthropologist with studies in filmmaking of the École Supérieure de Réalisation Audiovisuelle,
ESRA, in París, France. Currently she is dedicated to writing and
directing audiovisual content.
About the Illustrator
Alexander Marroquín is a colombian graphic designer of the
National University of Colombia specialized in animation. He has
studies in virtual education, photography and web development.
For over 12 years he has been involved with different editorial
projects. His first memories are of him always drawing next to his
mom who taught him how to draw swans and bears.
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FEDERICO & FEDERICO

TEXT BY ELENA DRESER
ILLUSTRATIONS BY BEÑAT OLABERRIA
Y.A Literature

Rights acquisition contact:
YOLANDA CORREAL LÓPEZ
yolanda.correal@educar.com.co

Format: 22x24cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 48
Binding: Paperback

Can you imagine how much a grandchild of his grandfather
can learn? Many, many things. But... do you know how much a
grandfather learns from his grandson? When you read this book
you will find the answers to these questions and you will enjoy all
the occurrences that you have. “Federico & Federico” emerged from
the meeting between a writer and an illustrator both believe that
grandparents are important in the lives of children. That is why they
dreamed and imagined this story that they offer you today to enjoy.
About the Author
Elena Dreser: Río Negro, Argentina. She lives in Cuernavaca,
Mexico. She has received outstanding awards such as the
International Award A la orilla del viento for “Manuela Color Canela”;
Salvador Gallardo Dávalos Award (INBA / Instituto Cultural de
Aguascalientes, Mexico), National Prize for Children’s Literature
(Mexican Institute of Social Security), has worked with several
publishers and their books have been published with CONACULTA
(Mexico) for all schools in this country.
About the Illustrator
Beñat Olaberria is a Basque artist living in London. He has taken
part in a number of group exhibitions and his work can be found
in private collections in the USA and across Europe, as well as in
public spaces around Spain.
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INTERMEDIO

Intermedio Editores is the imprint of the Publishing House El Tiempo. Since 1985
we have been developing books and publishing projects on general interest
always providing valuable content and high-impact and high-quality publications.

THE NEW BOOK OF VALUES

JULIO OROZCO, PATRICIA MIRANDA, ANDRÉS CASTILLO
ILLUSTRATIONS BY CARLOS VELÁSQUEZ
Children’s literature Y.A Literature

Format: 21x25cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 160
Binding: Hardcover

The crucial issues addressed from ethics through stories, legends
and simple definitions, as well as activities and games. Issues
such as bullying, gender equity, cultural diversity, environmental
awareness and many others. Profusely illustrated, aimed at
children, parents and educators.
Rights acquisition contact:
LEONARDO ARCHILA
leonarc@circulo.com.co

About the Authors
The authors have extensive experience in writing books and
educational and literary projects. Likewise, all have had experience
in editing fiction and non-fiction books.
About the Illustrator
Carlos Velásquez is an illustrator, animator and designer with
experience in animation studios and design and advertising
agencies.
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FROM TOADS, PRINCESSES
AND OTHER BROKEN PROMISES

TEXT BY LUISA LÓPEZ
ILLUSTRATIONS BY MARCOS TOLEDO
Y.A Literature

Format: 20x20cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 96
Binding: Hardcover

A book of stories where everything happens in reverse, the toad
tells the story of the princess who loses her golden ball, Little Red
Hood brings cakes to the wolf, the little pigs run to the jackal who
wants to knock down his house, and many more. With humor and
much grace, they promise to amuse and teach.
Rights acquisition contact:
LEONARDO ARCHILA
leonarc@circulo.com.co

About the Author
Luisa Lopez is a philosopher with an emphasis on pedagogy. Coauthor of the “Story for Every Day”, has also published “Myths That
Are not Tales” (2015).
About the Illustrator
Marcos Toledo is a plastic artist, master in visual arts. He has
worked in various formats and media, including digital illustration
and prepress, for advertising agencies and serial publishing.

BENITO IS INDIGESTIBLE

TEXT BY PABLO BURGOS
ILLUSTRATIONS BY ALICIA BURGOS
AND GABRIELA BURGOS
Children’s literature

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 60
Binding: Paperback

A father must travel and write letters to his young daughter. A sort
of fantastic epistolary that plays with new realities of children, such
as shared custody. An interesting, or at least inspiring, element
may also be the work of illustration, drawn up by two girls of 9 and
11 years old.
Rights acquisition contact:
LEONARDO ARCHILA
leonarc@circulo.com.co

About the Author
Pablo Burgos is a documentalist and filmmaker. Since 2001 he has
directed the Post-Office Cowboys production company, winner of
several prizes and distinctions of the audiovisual industry.
About the Illustrator
The author’s daughters, when they were 9 and 11 respectively, created
the illustrations of the book.
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EBONY BIRD

TEXT AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY VALENTINA TORO
Y.A Literature

Format: 15x23
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 288
Binding: Paperback

April is a 14-year-old girl who has just moved with her parents
to Panansia, a town in the mountains, where it almost always
rains and whose inhabitants are a bit strange, because they live
overwhelmed by legends and fables about witches, that some
time, many years ago, they ravaged the village
Rights acquisition contact:
LEONARDO ARCHILA
leonarc@circulo.com.co

About the Author
Valentina Toro is a designer and illustrator. Write and illustrate their
stories full of fantasy and some suspense and terror. After publishing
two books first album readers, with Ebony Bird debuted with much
success and very good criticism in fiction for young people.

IMAGINARY CHILDREN

TEXT AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY VALENTINA TORO
Y.A Literature

Format: 15x23 cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 216
Binding: Paperback

Lorenzo and his family are going to live at the farm of Grandmother
Flora, where very strange things happen. One day, in the garden, he
discovers the culprits: mysterious beings who will take him to know
the world that exists on the other side of the appearance of things.

Rights acquisition contact:
LEONARDO ARCHILA
leonarc@circulo.com.co

About the Author
Valentina Toro is a designer and illustrator. Write and illustrate their
stories full of fantasy and some suspense and terror. After publishing
two books first album readers, with Ebony Bird debuted with much
success and very good criticism in fiction for young people.
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REY NARANJO

We are a small group of editors, designers, writers, photographers and illustrators
who believe in the future of the book. We use our unique blend of knowledge and
experience turning stories into memorable experiences. We write, we design,
we edit and distribute books that readers will want to keep forever, without
discriminating everything digital.

Gabito
Un hombre llamado

Naranjo & Bohórquez

A MAN CALLED GABITO

TEXT BY JOHN NARANJO
ILLUSTRATIONS BY GISELA BOHÓRQUEZ
Children’s literature

Format: 20x29.5cm
Color: Full color
Pages: 36
Binding: Paperback

A boy is born, the morning of a rainy and hot day in a Colombian
town on the Caribbean coast. His name: Gabriel García Márquez.
This picture book “A man named Gabito” tells the Nobel Prize
winner’s story, so that the children can read it by themselves.

Rights acquisition contact:
JOHN NARANJO
info@reynaranjo.net

About the Author
John Naranjo is a graphic designer and editor. His work has been
recognized and acclaimed by several institutions around the
world, such as The Society for News Design (USA), the Bolonia
International Bookfair, and the Youth Library (Germany). He also is
the author of “Juegos visibles”.
About the Illustrator
Gisaela Bohórquez is a graphic design and illustrator. Her work has
been published by several publishing houses and advertisement
agencies in Colombia, USA and Hong Kong. Since 2007 she has
participated in collaborative exhibitions and actually is professor in
different universities.
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THE WILD CAPITALISTS LEAGUE

TEXT BY BENOIST SIMMAT
ILLUSTRATIONS BY VINCENT CAUT
Y.A Literature

Rights acquisition contact:
JOHN NARANJO
info@reynaranjo.net

Format: 16.5x23cm
Color: Full color
Pages: 208
Binding: Paperback

This book is part of Major Leagues (Grandes Ligas), Rey Naranjo’s
new divulgation collection. Is an historical background about the
most savage capitalists in history, from the creator of the steam
engine to the visionary people of Internet. The book exposes
how these characters came to control the world, with a biting
tone and accompanied by even more ironic and sharp comic
strips. Ten graphic short stories, this book´s mission is to make
the reader approach his work and to enlighten him about the life
of this great author.
About the Author
Benoist Simmat (1973) is an economic journalist for the magazines
Nouvel Économiste and Journal du Dimanche. Also writes for the
economic section at the newpapers L’Express, Libération and
L’Optimum. He has published more than 20 books in which he
approaches economic theories from a funny, critic and satiric
posture.
About the Illustrator
Vincent Caut (1991) is a french artist and illustrator. He has
published a series of comic books under the name Où est-tu
Léopold? and Pablo. His work has been awarded several times
at the Angouleme International Comic Festival participated in
collaborative exhibitions and actually is professor in different
universities.
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GABO: MEMOIRS OF A MAGINAL LIFE
TEXT BY OSCAR PANTOJA
ILLUSTRATIONS BY MIGUEL BUSTOS, TATIANA
CÓRDOBA AND FELIPE CAMARGO
Y.A Literature

Format: 17x24cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 106
Binding: Paperback

In the book “Los Nuestros (Ours)”, Luis Harss presents the dawn of
Latin- American literary boom, describing Gabriel García Márquez
as a “man that can be a shipwrecked survivor and never be
drowned.” This book pretends to approach the readers to the life
and work of García Márquez in a graphic novel.
Rights acquisition contact:
JOHN NARANJO
info@reynaranjo.net

About the Author
Oscar Pantoja is a writer, screenwriter and filmmaker. He has
won several awards such as Premio Nacional de Novela Alejo
Carpentier National Novel Award and the National Cinematographic
Scolarship for Shortfilm 1998-2001. Has written horror and love
movies. Currently works as journalist, writer and editor. Since
2009, he works with the Gilberto Alzate Avendaño Foundation as
coordinator and tutor of the creative writing workshops.

TUMACO

TEXT BY OSCAR PANTOJA
ILLUSTRATIONS BY JIM PLUCk
Children’s literature

Format: 20x29cm
Color: Full color
Pages: 48
Binding: Paperback

There are no fields, soccer shoes or soccer balls in Tumaco.
Despite that, there are lots of children who want to play soccer.
When dreams are strong enough, all barriers could be broken
down.

Rights acquisition contact:
JOHN NARANJO
info@reynaranjo.net

About the Author
Oscar Pantoja is a writer, screenwriter and filmmaker. He has
won several awards such as Premio Nacional de Novela Alejo
Carpentier National Novel Award and the National Cinematographic
Scolarship for Shortfilm 1998-2001. Has written horror and love
movies. Currently works as journalist, writer and editor. Since
2009, he works with the Gilberto Alzate Avendaño Foundation as
coordinator and tutor of the creative writing workshops.
About the Illustrator
He has published 4 books: “Pecas” (Robot publishing), Rayito
(University of Caldas Press), “Josefina” (autopublished), and “Canosa”
(Gato Negro publishing). Currently he works as a writer and illustartor
for short stories, children’s literature and graphic novels.
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TRAGALUZ

We are a colombian independent publishing house. Since 2005 we publish books
that are attractive because of their designs and contents, books where every
detail matters. We make books that take the readers back to their first children’s
books, those where the act of reading was an experience of every sense. Our
mission is to make books that our readers can go back to that first reading, where
everything was new, surprising and involved a new discovery.

THE NOTEBOOKS OF DOCTOR
CALAMAR

TEXT BY JOSE ANDRÉS GÓMEZ
ILLUSTRATIONS BY JUAN CARLOS RESTREPO
Y.A Literature

Format: 13.5x19cm
Color: 2 inks
Pages: 184
Binding: Hardcover

The Notebooks of Doctor Calamar are the chronicles supposedly
written by a journalist with such bad luck that never managed to
publish them. These stories celebrate the unlikely and strange
form that reality takes when we closely look at it

Rights acquisition contact:
PILAR GUTIÉRREZ
pgutierrez@tragaluzeditores.com

About the Author
Born in Bucaramanga, Colombia, in 1977, Gómez studied
Audiovisual Communication and later bakery. In Tragaluz he has
published “The Notebooks of Doctor Calamar” “The Maxwell
Catalogue of Rare Objects”, “A Handbook to Hunt an Idea”, and
“The Magazine of Celebrities Not Yet Known”.
About the Illustrator
Founder and editor of Tragaluz, Restrepo is a graphic designer,
illustrator and writer. He has been awarded several prizes for his
graphic and literary work, including the Simón Bolívar Award and
the Medellín Chamber of Commerce National Contest of Short
Stories.
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24 SIGNS TO DISCOVER AN ALIEN

TEXT BY JULIANA MUÑOZ TORO
ILLUSTRATIONS BY ELIZABETH BUILES
Y.A Literature

Format: 13.5x19cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 124
Binding: Hardcover

Benjamin regards his father with distrust. He believes his dad
has been possessed by an alien. His mission is to discover the
circumstances in which he was abducted by that alien force and
to try to repair the damage. He will not rest until discovering it.

Rights acquisition contact:
PILAR GUTIÉRREZ
pgutierrez@tragaluzeditores.com

About the Author
Born in Bogotá in 1988, Muñoz Toro holds a degree in Journalism
and a Master’s Degree in Creative Writing at the University of
New York. Her articles have been included in publications such
as Esquire and El Espectador. In 2012, she was awarded the
Short Story Award of the Brazil Institute in Colombia, and in 2016
she won the 3rd Tragaluz International Writing Contest.
About the Illustrator
In 2013, Builes won the Tragaluz Illustration Award and as a result
she participated in the book “Johnny and the Sea”. She has since
collaborated in various publications of our publishing house, such
as “24 Signs to Discover an Alien” and “The Return”. She has also
published with Kalandraka, Alfaguara, and El Naranjo Editions.

TIME AT HOME

TEXT AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY SAMUEL CASTAÑO
Y.A Literature

Format: 16x21cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 44
Binding: Paperback

This is the story of a family whose activities orbit around a wall
clock. Grandpa is the one in charge of winding the clock.
The story is narrated by a boy, the grandson. From his
perspective, he can see the forces revolving around the clock
and the other family members.
Rights acquisition contact:
PILAR GUTIÉRREZ
pgutierrez@tragaluzeditores.com

About the Author
A graphic designer from Medellín, Colombia, Castaño illustrated
the book “A Thousand Ears”, which was awarded in Bologna,
Italy, with a special nomination in the category New Horizons of the
2015 BolognaRagazzi Award and was included in the list of IBBY
Canada’s best books for children and young people with disabilities.
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THE MAGAZINE OF CELEBRITIES
NOT YET KNOWN
TEXT BY JOSE ANDRÉS GÓMEZ
ILLUSTRATIONS BY ANDREZZINHO
Y.A Literature

Format: 13.5x19cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 84
Binding: Hardcover

These stories exist thanks to a herculean undertaking: the recovery
of the first and only issue of a magazine created to distribute fame
among the unknown inhabitants of certain country—common
people who under normal circumstances would have never
received attention, much less fame.
Rights acquisition contact:
JOHN NARANJO
info@reynaranjo.net

About the Author
Born in Bucaramanga, Colombia, in 1977, Gómez studied Audiovisual
Communication and later bakery. In Tragaluz he has published “The
Notebooks of Doctor Calamar” “The Maxwell Catalogue of Rare
Objects”, “A Handbook to Hunt an Idea”, and “The Magazine of
Celebrities Not Yet Known”.
About the Illustrator
Andrés Prieto, or Andrezzinho as he is known in the world of
illustration, studied graphic design at National University of
Colombia. He has worked for most educational publishers in the
country. He likes to read comics and to create them. He illustrated
“The Magazine of Celebrities Not Yet Known” for Tragaluz.

TOO WEIRD

TEXT AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY YAEL FRANKEL
Children’s literature

Format: 16x2cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 36
Binding: Paperback

The narrator of this story perceives important changes around
him. In the center of it all is his mother. With her, a new pulse
is circling around the house, creating a festive and mysterious
disorder. From his perspective, he portrays a unique postcard of
the transformations of mother-hood.
Rights acquisition contact:
JOHN NARANJO
info@reynaranjo.net

About the Author
An author of children’s books born in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
Frankel has published books with publishers of her country and
Colombia, Chile, Spain, Italy, France, Switzerland, and China. She
has also been selected in illustration fairs and festivals in Portugal,
United Arab Emirates, Mexico, and Italy.
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I DON’T NEED A HAT

TEXT BY GRASSA TORO
ILLUSTRATIONS BY ALEFES SILVA
Y.A Literature

Format: 16x21cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 32
Binding: Paperback

This book is made of poems and was thought to play with it.
Each page explores images and concepts—some specific, some
more ethereal, like dreams.

Rights acquisition contact:
PILAR GUTIÉRREZ
pgutierrez@tragaluzeditores.com

About the Author
Born in Zaragoza in 1963, Toro has written plays, essays, short
stories, conferences, chronicles, cartoons, some poems and
songs. She lives in Chodes, Spain, in La CALA, a house devoted
to artistic research and creation.
About the Illustrator
Born in Bogotá in 1981, Silva is an autodidact. His drawings have
been included in books and magazines, and his flash fiction in
print and digital publications. His drawings have been exhibited
in Bogotá, Colombia, and in other cities of the world, including
Buenos Aires, La Plata, Lima, and Mexico City.

THE FANTASTIC VISIONS

TEXT BY MARÍA JOSÉ FERRADA
ILLUSTRATIONS BY AMALIA RESTREPO
.A Literature

Format: 16x21cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 32
Binding: Paperback

This book is a bridge between wakefulness and sleep, between
reality and fantasy. The scenes take place in a garden which can
be seen through the window or that exists only in dreams. The
mother is the oneleading the adventure. At the end of the
day, these stories become hugs and make us company
Rights acquisition contact:
PILAR GUTIÉRREZ
pgutierrez@tragaluzeditores.com

About the Author
Born in Chile in 1977, Ferrada’s books have been published in Chile,
Spain, Argentina, Colombia, Brazil, and Italy.
About the Illustrator
Restrepo is an architect and candidate to the Master of Fine Arts
in illustration at the Savannah College of Art and Design. In 2016,
she published his first book, The bicycle, with story, illustrations,
and editing of herself.

LUCIANO, THE WORM

TEXT AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY SANTIAGO GONZÁLEZ
Children’s literature

Format: 16x21cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 36
Binding: Paperback

There are days when Luciano, the worm, wishes he were another,
and then he submerges in a life-changing story. In these pages, he
explores multiple identities trying to discover which fits him the best.

Rights acquisition contact:
PILAR GUTIÉRREZ
pgutierrez@tragaluzeditores.com

About the Author
A self-taught illustrator born in Ecuador, González worked for the
Santillana Editorial Group in his country for twelve years, first as an
illustrator and then as the head of the Illustration Department. He is
currently a freelancer, workshop instructor, and a professor at the
Universidad San Francisco of Quito.

WE ARE SO ALIKE

TEXT BY JUAN CARLOS RESTREPO
ILLUSTRATIONS BY MANUELA CORREA UPEGUi
Children’s literature

Format: 16x21cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 44
Binding: Paperback

Liza the frog and Seraphim the dogupine have one thing in
common: something stings them inside and does not let them
alone for a second. After realizing that they have this in common,
they decide to face the reality that bothers them. This is a story
about the relief of looking at oneself in the mirror and recognizing
oneself in one’s own skin.
Rights acquisition contact:
JOHN NARANJO
info@reynaranjo.net

About the Author
Founder and editor of Tragaluz, Restrepo is a graphic designer,
illustrator and writer. He has been awarded several prizes for his
graphic and literary work, including the Simón Bolívar Award and
the Medellín Chamber of Commerce National Contest of Short
Stories.
About the Illustrator
Since she was a child, Correa has always enjoyed drawing, imaging
stories, and creating characters. Living in Medellín, she is a graphic
designer with a Master’s Degree in Narrative and Illustration. “We
Are So Alike” is her first published book.
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Editorial Paulinas

This publishing house started in the 1950’s. Then, we stopped
in the 70’s a time here we only produced audiovisual content.
Then in 1994 we resumed our editorial activity and specialized
in themes as the human formation as catechism, the practicity
of spirituality, the liturgy, and the psychology of its narrative.
Currently we have a catalogue of 230 books.

WITH THE BIBLE AND A COFFEE

Format: 16,5x23cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 192
Binding: Paperback

JACOBO HOYOS REAGAN

The present work seeks to strengthen the encounter with the Lord
and make home a place of dialogue, sharing and living the prayer. It
is a tool that can promote the recovery of the family rooms, places
around the Word of God.

Rights acquisition contact:
SISTER ANDREA RUIZ ESPITIA
editorialp@paulinas.org.co

About the Author
He was born in Bogotá, with a religious formation from cradle, he
entered the Seminary of Bogotá and studied there the philosophical
cycle and three years of theology; with a rich pastoral experience
ahead in the Diocese of Soacha and for three years, subsequent
to the six mentioned above, in the Diocese of Ciudad del Este,
Paraguay.

COUPLES CRISIS IN MILLENIALS?
HOW TO PREVENT AND OVERCOME IT
GUILLERMO HERNÁNDEZ BAYONA

Format: 13x20cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 168
Binding: Paperback

In this book the author extends his analytical view about
relationships in the context of the multiple crises that characterize
the contemporary world. “Couple Crisis?” is an invitation to the
observation and meditation of the origins, the dynamics and
evolution of the new kinds of couples.

Rights acquisition contact:
SISTER ANDREA RUIZ ESPITIA
editorialp@paulinas.org.co

About the Author
Doctor and Specialist in Psychiatry, who graduated from the
Pontificial Xaverian University. In addition to his extensive academic
career, he has been distinguished as a clinical psychiatrist,
psychotherapist, educator, and international speaker. Currently he
is still active and productive in their intellectual work.
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DUEL GUIDE AND PRACTICAL
GUIDANCE
JORGE MONTOYA CARRASQUILLA

Format: 14x21cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 264
Binding: Paperback

Losing a loved one is one of the most devastating tragedies that
can happen to us, and we know little of how to act with ourselves
or with our family, friends or acquaintances. This book summarizes
comprehensively what to do and what aspects to take into account
to accompany a person in grief.

Rights acquisition contact:
SISTER ANDREA RUIZ ESPITIA
editorialp@paulinas.org.co

About the Author
Doctor of the CES University and specialist in Clinical Gerontology
and Gerontology from the UAM (Spain). He has been distinguished
with the honor of “Honor Medal of Merit in Ethics and Values” of
the Ethics Commission of the House of Representatives of the
Congress of the Republic of Colombia.

THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS. A
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SPIRITUAL
ITINERARY
ÁLVARO JIMÉNEZ CADENA

Format: 13x20cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 144
Binding: Paperback

This book offers a number of effective tools for personal growth,
psychological and spiritual well-being. Teaches that happiness is
not reached alone and it is a treasure that is found when it is shared
with other people, when you have a positive attitude towards life,
when you can enjoy even the small things.

Rights acquisition contact:
SISTER ANDREA RUIZ ESPITIA
editorialp@paulinas.org.co

About the Author
Lawyer (University La Sabana, Colombia); doctor summa cum laude
(Austral University of Buenos Aires, Argentina); LLM (University of
Queensland, Australia). She is currently the director of the Master’s
Degree in International Law at the Universidad de La Sabana.
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THE BIBLE

Format: 22x28cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 764
Binding: Hardcover

LUIS ALFONSO DURÁN

The book is addressed to all those who seek to learn more,
understand and enjoy the Word of God. It is the product of a long
time of study, meditation and research of the most up-to-date
texts of exegesis. Its language and style are very simple, since its
purpose is to reach people who are in contact with the Bible for the
first time.

Rights acquisition contact:
SISTER ANDREA RUIZ ESPITIA
editorialp@paulinas.org.co

About the author
He holds a degree in philosophy at the University of Cauca and
theology of the Pontificial Xaverian University. Priest of the Minor
and Major Seminary of Popayan. He performed his pastoral mission
in several parishes in the Archdiocese. Currently he is dedicated to
teaching and pastoral ministry, especially in the SINE, in the parish
of Saint John Paul II.

TOXIC PERSONALITIES. ON KNOWING,
IDENTIFYING AND TRANFOMING
YOURSELF
ALFONSO BARRETO

Format: 14x21cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 200
Binding: PaperBack

Interpersonal relations aren’t always the best experience from
which you can enjoy. Having this in mind we have created this book
which without doubt will be a valuable tool for the facilitator, coach,
therapist, teacher, and the common reader who wish to improve as
a person, motivate themselves and help others.

Rights acquisition contact:
SISTER ANDREA RUIZ ESPITIA
editorialp@paulinas.org.co

About the author
Psychologist graduate of the UNAD of Colombia, family therapist,
module and speaker specialized in learning disabilities. He has
worked for more than 10 years in the formation of childhood
and the strengthening of the family as an expert in the areas of
improvement of the personality.
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POPOCHA, A LOVABLE
AND GENEROUS GIRL

TEXT BY MARINA GARCÍA
ILUSTRATIONS BY SEBASTIÁN GIRALDO JIMÉNEZ

Format: 20x22cm
Color: 4 inks
Pages: 28
Binding: Paperback

Introducing Popocha, a tender and solidary girl. Surely while you’re
reading this story, you will feel identified with her, because you will
learn that when you open up your heart and accept others, with
patience and love, you will treasure true moments of peace and
harmony.

Rights acquisition contact:
SISTER ANDREA RUIZ ESPITIA
editorialp@paulinas.org.co

About the Author
Native of Ocaña, Norte de Santander. Marina holds a degree in
Linguistics and Literature from the University of Gran Colombia;
in Graphic Design and Advertising from the Inesco Educational
Center and has been part of the Creative Literature Workshop of
the “Casa Poesía Silva”.
About the Illustrator
Professional in graphic design; Sebastian says: “These are my
first illustrations in a children’s story. Drawing Popocha was a
retrospective of my childhood, where I lived many adventures, this
work was fun and magical”.

RISE AFTER THE DEATH OF A CHILD
LINDLEY HUMBERTO GIRALDO

Format: 14x21cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 120
Binding: Paperback

Through his letters, the author shares the experience of losing a
child, which is in his own words: “the greater loss”, but that does
not necessarily mean losing the meaning of life, because there are
always angels who accompany us in the task of giving us a new
meaning to our existence.

Rights acquisition contact:
SISTER ANDREA RUIZ ESPITIA
editorialp@paulinas.org.co

About the Author
He was born in Ibagué in 1964, but has traveled around the
entire country, and settled in cities such as Pereira, Barranquilla,
Cartagena, Mocoa, and Bucaramanga. He is a Social
Communicator - Journalist from the University of Bogotá Jorge
Tadeo Lozano, with an emphasis on Public Relations.
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HEAL YOURSELF. GOD CREATED YOU
TO BE HAPPY
ARTEMO HERRERA BERMÚDEZ

Format: 13x19cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 184
Binding: Paperback

This book aims to be a great blessing for you, dear reader, you
probably want to find relief from your suffering, your daily difficulties
and want to live with hope. Everything in the book is based on the
biblical text, since the author had been a witness of the Word of
God which works greatly in those who have an immense faith.

Rights acquisition contact:
SISTER ANDREA RUIZ ESPITIA
editorialp@paulinas.org.co

About the Author
Was born in the city of Calarca, Quindío. Eager to communicate
in another language the experience of the living God that has
transformed his life, he ventured into literature through storytelling
and novel.

REASONS TO PRAY

EUSEBIO GÓMEZ NAVARRO

Format: 12x19cm
Color: 1 ink
Pages: 264
Binding: PaperBack

This book is a product of the author’s experience in retreats and
talks, which provides prayer methods and lessons for people who
want to learn how to pray and want their prayers to become a
source of peace, harmony and a encounter with God.

Rights acquisition contact:
SISTER ANDREA RUIZ ESPITIA
editorialp@paulinas.org.co

About the Author
Carmelite priest. He was born in Blascomillan, Avila (Spain). He
studied music at the Conservatory of Madrid and holds a Bachelor’s
degree in Spirituality at the Teresianum in Rome. He has been top
of the Vicariate of the Carmelites of the Caribbean and Director of
the Center for Spirituality of the Archdiocese of Miami.
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